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Chapter I

fntroduction

I. I Purposes of This Work

Since the pioneering work of Floryr l numerous

studies have been mad.e to explain the d.ilute-solution

behavior of Iinear flexible polymers in terms of mono-

mer-monomer or segment-segment interactions.2t3 The

mean-square radius of gyration <52> and the second.

virial coefficient AZ have been the main subiects in

those investigations. The former is concerned with

the interactions among segments in one chain and the

latter with those among seElments belonging to two

different chains as well as in each chain. The cur-

rent theoretical framework called. two-parameter theoryz

invokes t,he binary cluster approximation in which any

types of segment interaction are pairwise additive and

thus represented by the binary cluster integral B 2,2

-w( nt2) / krr
Bz = I dntz (1・ 1)θ一

ｒ

ｌ

Ｊ

Here, W(RlZ) is the potential

segments 1 and 2 belonging to

of mean force acting

eiLher one chain or

On
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different chains, R7Z the distance vector between the

two segments, irB the Boltzmann constant, and ? the

absolute temperature. The two-parameter theory fur-

ther assumes that any chains obey the Gaussian statis-

tics when 82 = O.2 Experimental data for AZ an4 <52>

accumulated before the early 1970s lent support to this

theory. 2

However, further elaboration3 in the last two

decades disclosed some experimental facts for AZ that

can hardly be explained by the two-parameter theory.

Typical examples are ( 1 ) the molecular weight independ-

ent behavio"4-6 of AZ below the theta point O where

AZ = 0 and (2) positive AZ ,r"1,r."7-9 for very low

molecular r^reight samples aL the temperature at which Az

for high molecular weight samples vanishes. For their

explanation, suggestiorr=7,10 were given to take into

account the non-Gaussian nature or stiffness of actual

polyrner chains and the ternary cluster integral B 3

representing the residual interaction among three

segments 1, 2, and 3, where B g is defined. byz

-w(Rt2) / ktr -w(nzg) / hsT
(1 - e )(1 - e )

~″(231)/女Brx (1 - e )dP12 dP23 (1.2)

Effects of

-2-
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must be nontrivial for re.Iatively short chainsr but may

be considered. less important for long flexible chains.3

On the other hand, little is known about the magnitude

of B g for actual polymers, though effects of three-

segment interactions on dilute-solution properties were

theoretically investigated. in the early days by Orofino

and ploryll and Yamak.*"12 and recently by several
12-11groups. '"

Under these circumstances, it seems significant to

measure some property relating most closely to three-

segment interactions and to see whether the property

can be explained by the two-parameter theory. To this

end, the third virial coefficient AS is most appropri-

ate i-n that it reflects the interactions among three

segments belonging to three d.ifferent molecul"".18 In

particular, data of AS at O may be expected to give

decisive j-nformation about the validity of the binary

cluster approximation, since according to this approxi-

mation, AB must vanish at @.2' 3 Thrt, the present

work was undertaken to determine A3 for two typical

flexible polymers, polystyrene (PS) and polyisobutylene

(PIB), j.n good and theta solvents by precise light

scattering measurements. The data of AS as well as

those of AZ obtained were used to cheek the validity or

consistency of the two-parameter theories of the virial

-3-



coefficients. fn connection with the experimental

study of A3, the following remarks are in order.

ft was early recognized that information on .43 is

important for accurate determination of OZ,I9 B"=ides

this practica-I importance, A3 is a key parameter for
understanding thermodynamic behavior of polymer solu-
tions r especially in the crossover concentration region
between dilute and concentrated solutions.2O'27

Nonetheless, its experimental determination has long

been left as a challenge to the capability of experi-
mentalists, because very accurate measurements of
scattering intensities or osmotic pressures are re-
quired. In fact, as mentioned below, systematic

experirnental data on 43 are liniited only to those

reported by Kniewshe and Kulicke2z for PS in toluene, a

good solvent, and our understanding of A3 remains far

from satisfactory despite its basic as well as practi-

cal importance.

I.2 Previous Bxperimental Studies of ,43

Good Solvents

In the early 1950s, Bawn

and Casa"sa24 attempted to est

or published osmotic pressure

and Stockmayer

from their own

PS and PIB solu-

et uL,23

imate AJ

data of

-4-



Further attempt was made by Casassa and Stock-

who evaluated Ag for poly(methyl methacrylate)

samples in butanone and nitroethane from light scatter-

ing measurements. It is probably fair to say that the

Ag data from these early studies have only historical

value because of insufficient eharacterization of

samples and large experimental uncertainties. A point

to note is that Bawn et al. and Stockmayer and Casassa

presented methods for determining AS from osmotic

pressure or scattering intensity data.

As mentioned. above, Kniewske and Kulicke2z t.""

the first to report systematic AJ data. They analyzed

light scattering data for toluene solutions (2soC) of

PS ranging in weight-average molecular weight Mvr from 5

x 104 to 2 x 7O7 by a curve-fitting method, with the

result that A3 n l/'w0'58. They also found. that the

reduced third virial coefficient g defined by

g : aU/ arz a* (1.3)

tions.

*.y." , 
2 5

was about
' Very

scat,ter ing

Chapter I I

x 104, 4 x

0.33 regardless of Mvr.

recently, Sato et u]l,126 analyzing light

data by the method of Bawn et aL,23 ( =""
), evaluated AB for three PS samples (M, = 4

105, and 4 x 106) in benzene. The molecu-

-5-



lar weight dependence of A3 they determined was simir-ar

to that reported by Kniewske and KuIicke,22 However,

sato et al. obtained gl which increased appreciabry with
increasing Mn, in contrast to the finding of Kniewske

and Kulicke. Whether g in a given good solvent system

depends on M* or not remains to be seen.

Theta Sofvents

Experimental information about 43 at O was first
given by Flory and DaoustZ? in 7957. These authors

analyzed their osmotic pressure data for PIB in benzene

in terms of the Flory-Huggiins theory,28r29 The result

suggested that ス3(O) (・ 3 at o)iS positive but neg■ i―

gibly small.   Two years lateri Krigbaum and Geymer30

concluded from osmotic pressure measurements that

43(O)f° r PS in cyc10hexane is essentially zero.

Undoubtedly, these early thermodynanic studies played

an important role in the later development of two―

parameter theor■ es。

In the nid 1970s, Vink31 analyzed his osmotic

pressure data for cyclohexane solutions of PS by the

method of Stockmayer and Casassa24 (see Chapter II),

and obtained measurable ス3(O)Values of 3 x 10~4 t。  7

x l。
-4 mol g=3 cm6.   He also showed that the theta

temperature depends on molecular weight in a region

…6-



from 3,7 x 104 to 4.1 x 105. However, this r^ras at

variance with most experimental results for the PS +

cyclohexane system.32t33 Another report of non-

vanishing A3 ( O ) was given by Murakami et .I. ,34 who

estimated 43(O) for poly(chloroprene) in butanone to

be 6 x 10-4 mol e-3 "*6 by applying the Stochmayer-

Casassa method to sedimentation equilibrium data.

The previous A3 data at @ mentioned above are at

variance with one another and do not allow any defini-

tive conclusion to be derived on the validity of the

binary cluster approximation. In the previous stud-

ies, osmotic pressure was mostly used, but generally,

Iight scattering is more appropriate to obtain accurate

data.

I.3 Scope of This l^lork

fn this work, we used PS and PIB fractions cover-

ing a broad range of molecular weight from 2 x 104 to 2

x 107. The solvent systems investigated and their

qual-ities (i.e., good or theta solvent) are shown in

Table I- 1 .

Chapter II followinEi

scribes experirnental detai

PS and PIB fractions, ligh

this introductory chapter de-

ls, i. e. , the preparation of

t scattering measurements,

-7-



Table f-l

Polymer + Solvent Systems Studied
in the Present Work

System Sol-vent Qual i ty

PSa in benzene (25oC)
PIBb in cyclohexane (ZboC)

PS in cyclohexane (27 45oC)
PS in trans-decalin (13 55oC)

good solvent
good solvent
theta solvent
theta solvent

apolystyrene, bpolyisobutylene

and methods of data analysis for evaluating Mw, A2, and

43. Light scattering measurements for two good sol-
vent systems, PS * benzene and PIB + cyelohexane, were

made at 25oC, and those for theta solvent systems, pS +

cyclohexane and PS + trans-decahydronaphthalene ( trans-

decalin), at different temperatures encompassing the

theta point. For the good solvent systems , z- average

mean-square radii of gyration ,t2r" were also deter-

minecl. In this connection, we note that , t2, 
" 

f or pIB

was studied only by Matsumoto et al.35 twenty years

agot although that for PS was extensively studied by

Yamamoto et .1. ,36 Fukuda et uI. ,37 and Miyaki et

aI.33'38 over a very wide range of mol,ecular weight.

-8-



Chapter III is concerned with the two good solvent

systems mentioned above. Firstr w€ determine the

molecular weight depend.ence of AZ, A3, Er and ,52r, f or

PS and PIB. The data of AZ are then compared with the

Iatest two-parameter theory of Barrett.39 Finally, I^re

compare the data for g with the exisLing two-parameter

theori."24 ' 
40 

' 
4 1.nd recently developed renormalization

group theories,42-44 and check the valid.ity of the

binary cluster approximation to g in good solvents.

The core of this thesis lies in examining whether'

as the two-parameter theory requiresr 43 vanishes at

O. Experimental results for A2 and 43 of the two

theta solvent systems, PS in cyclohexane and trans-

decalin, are presented in Chapter IV. It is shown

that for both systems, 43 and hence B g remain positive

at the theta temperature. This demonstrates the

breakdown of the binary cluster approximation and

suggests that the contribution of B 3 to AZ must be

carefully considered. Thus' with the AZ data near @

we critically test the available theories of AZ based

on the smoothed.-d.ensity rnodeI l l and the f irst-order

cluster expansio.r,12'rs both taking Bz into account.

Long agor Yarnakarual2 pointed out that the

smoothed-density and perturbation theories for AZ are

inconsistent unless B g is zero. This turned out very

-9-



serious, in that the two types of theory give different

interpretations of O. The origin of the inconsisten-

cy is therefore investigated in Chapter V. It is

shown theoretically that a few approximations widely

accepted lead to serious errors. This thesis ends

with Chapter VI in which the major conclusions and

remarks derived from the present study are summarized.

- 10-



Chapter II

Experimental

II.1 Polymer Samples

Po I ys tyrene

Standard "monodisperse" polystyrene (PS) samples

with appropriate molecular weights were chosen from our

stock. They were Tosoh's F1, F4, F20, F80, F128, and

F288 and Pressure Chemical's 2b and 4a, These samples

were each divided into three parts by fractional pre-

cipitation with benzene as the solvent and methanol as

the precipitant. The central fractions, designated

below as F1-8, F4-B, F20-8, F80-8, FL28-B, F288-B, 2b-

B, and 4a-8, were used for the present study.

In addition to these samples, the fraction F-408

prepared by Sato et aL,26 and the ultra-high-molecular

weight fractions 8K2500-4 , PK2500-3, and 8K2500-2

prepared by Miyaki et al.38 *"". also used. The

weight-averaEle molecular weights of the last three

fractions determined in this work were systematically

smaller than those reported by Miyaki et aI.38 (Z to 3%

for fiactions BI<2500-4 and 8K2500-3 and 15% for frac-

-11-



tion PK2500-2 ) . The discrepancy suggested that these

fractions degraded slightly during storage in a freez-
er. In this thesis, Miyaki,s fractions BK2S00-4,

BKz500-3, and BKz500-2 are designated as BKZb00-4',

8K2500-3', and BK2500-2', respectively, to d.enote the

difference in Mw,

Pol yi sobutylene

Two polyisobutylene (PIB) sarnples, Enjay's Vista-

nex L-80 and L-300, and one sample (designated. here as

SPP-85) obtained from Scientific Polymer products Co.

were used. The viscosity-average molecular weights

Mv ( in benzene aL 25oC) for L-80 and. L-300 were 5.8 x

105 and 3.9 x 106, respectively, and that for SPP-8S

I^ras 8.5 x 104.

Samples L-80 and L-300 were fractionated two times

by the O column elution technique with benzene as the

solvent. The column used was I2O cm in height and 6.8

cm in inner diameter. It was packed with glass beads

of diameter 0.1 0.3 mm. From many fractions eluted,

fractions designated A-ZZ, A-42, and 4-62 (from L-80),

P-32, P-53, and P-62 (from L-300) were chosen. The

first three fractions were further fractionally precip-

itated with benzene as the solvent and methanol as the

precipitant to remove lower and higher molecular weight

-1.2-



portions. The fractions thus obtained were designated

A-2284, A-4283, and 4-6281, and used for the present

study, along with fractions P-32, P-53, and P-62.

These fractions were reprecipitated from benzene solu-

tions into acetone and dried in vacuo for about a week.

Sample SPP-85 was fractionated by the column

rnethod with a benzene-methanof mixture instead of pure

benzene as the eluenti the composition of methanol in

the mixture was adjusted so that the solution became

turbid at about 23oC. However, a largler portion of

the polymer tended to elute at a lower temperature, and

the column method seemed less effective for a lower

molecul-ar r^reight sample. Thus, af ter this method had

been repeated, the fractions obtained were subjected to

fractional precipitation in benzene-methanol mixtures.

In this way, four fractions, designated below as S-

1118, S-1128, S-1148, and S-148, were prepared. They

were freeze-dried from cyclohexane solutions after

being reprecipitated from benzene solutions into metha-

nol .

Fractions S-1128, S-1148, S-148, A-22F^4, and A-

1283 were investigated by g"l permeation chromatography

with chloroform as the eluent. The Mw/Mn values

estimated were in the range 1.08 - 1.10. Here, as

usuaf ff,, denotes the number-average molecular weight.

-13-



II.2 Preparation of Solutions

As mentioned in Chapter f, benzene (good solvent)

cyclohexane (theta solvent), and trans-decalin (theta

solvent) were used for PS, and cyclohexane (good sol-

vent) for PIB. A given polyrner sample and a solvent

were mixed in a ground-glass-stoppered Erlenmeyer

flask. The rnixture was stirred for two to seven days

for high molecular weieht fractions (M; > 5 x 106) of

either PS or PIB, very gentle stirring was applied to

prevent the polymer from degradation. After complete

dissolution, the solution was diluted with the solvent

to prepare serial solutions of six or seven different

concentrations.

The benzene and cyclohexane used were refluxed

over sodium for about 5 h and then fractionally dis-

tilled. The trans-decalin (manufactured by Tokyo

Kasei ) was sirnilarly distilled under a reduced nitrogen

atmosphere after being refluxed over calciurn hydride

for about 5 h. Its trans content was 99.7% when

determined by gas chromatography.

II.3 Light Scattering Photometry

Intensities of lieht scattered from PS or PIB

-14-



solutions were measured on a Fica 50 Iight scattering

photometer using cylindrical ceIls in an angular range

from 1.2.5 to 150o with no anaLyzer. Vertically polar-

ized incident Iieht of 436 or 546 nm wave-Length was

used. With pure benzene as the reference liquidr the

instrument constant O r^ias determined from the measured

scattering intensity 190,U., for vertically polarized

incid.ent light aL scattering angle 90o, according to

the relation

2nb, u'O= (2 .1)
/g0,u.r 1162{t * P,r)

I{ere, /rb is the refractive index of benzene and Fb,Urr,

its Rayleigh ratio at 90o for unpolarized incident

Iigfrt. For the latter, the literatu"" v*1r..45 46.5 x

10-6 "r-1 and 16.1 x 10-6 "*-1 were used. for 436 and

546 rrrTr r respectively. The depolari zat'ion ratio p u of

benzene for unpolarized incident light FIas determined

to be 0.41 for 436nm and 0.40 for 546nm by the method

of Rubingh and Yu.46

The reduced scattering intensitV Er,Uv(c) for

given solution with a polymer mass concentration c

scattering angle 0 was calculated from

ａ
　

　

ａｔ

,e ,uu(") = Q r0 ,uu

-15-
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and the excess reduced scattering intensitV R, was ob-

tained as the difference in Rr,Uv(c) between the

solution and the solvent, i.e., ,0 r}u(") Eg rgy(0).
In eq. 2.2, n denotes the refractive index of the solu-
tion.

Test sol-utions were made optically clean by cen-

trifugation at about 3 x 104 gravities for 1.b h.

Each of them was transferred into a light scattering
celL using a pipet. The cell and the pipet had been

rinsed with refluxing acetone vapor for about 6 h.

For PS in benzene and PIB in cyclohexaner both
good solvent systems, c in each solution was calculated
from the poJ-ymer weight fraction w, with the solution

density p approximated by the solvent density F g.

This approximation introduced errors less than L% in
the values of AZ and .43 for any fractions.

It was anticipated, however, that the approxima-

tion ceases to be good for PS in cyclohexane and trans-

decal in, theta solvents . Thus, c in each cyclohexane

solution was calculated., using Scholte's data47 fo" p;

desired densities at different temperatures were ob-

tained by interpolation or extrapolation of his data.

On the other hand, no p data for trans-decalin sol-u-

tions of PS were available in the literature, so that

- 16-



we made d.ensity measurements at 2I and 35oC using a

bicapillary picnometer of 30 "*3 capacity. Use was

made of fraction F-40B. Figure 2.7 illustrates the

concentration dependence of p thus determined. The

curves fitting the experimental points at the respec-

tive T are represented bY

p = 0.868?7 + 0.190c + O.IlcZ

p = 0.85830 + 0.193c + 0.15c2

( 21oC ) (2.3)

(35oC) (2.4)

The necessary values of p at different I were obtained

by interpolation or extrapolation.

I I .4 Speci f ic ltef ractive Index f ncrement

Excess refractive indices An for PS in benzene

and PIB in cyclohexane, both at 25oC, and PS in trans-

decalin at 21,25,35, and 45oC were measured as func-

tions of rv or c using a modified Schulz-Cantow type

d.ifferential refractometer. The results for PS (F20-

B) in benzene at 546 nm are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The indicated curve represents the empirical relation

An = 0.0931rv + 0.015rv2

-L'.l -

(r ( 0.08) (2 .51



0.88

0.875
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0.865
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Figure 2.1 Concentration dependence

density p for PS in trans-decafin at

temperatures.
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Figure 2.2

refract ive

546 nm.

Concentration

index An for PS

dependence

in benzene

of excess

at 25oC and

which y|eld.s for the specif ic refractive index incre-

ment En/ 3c in units of "*3g-1

Dn/8c = 0.1066 - 0.008c (2.6)

(PS in benzene at 25oC and 546 nm; c < 0.0? e cn-3)
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when the literature values of O.TIZ7 e "*-3 and 0.g1?

"rn3 
g-1 are used. for pg and the partial specific

.rolu*"48 of PS in benzene at ZS oC, respectively.

The values r>f E n/ 0c for pIB in cyclohexane at ZSoC

were simi larly d.etermined. to be 0. 0gg i and. 0.0966 "r3
g-1 at 436 and 546 hrrlr respectively, regardl-ess of c

below 2 x 1O-2 g 
"*-3. These val-ues agree closely

with 0.098? cm3 e-1 (at 43O nrn) and 0.0961 crn3 e-1 (at
546 nrn ) obtained by Tong et al . 49

The specific refractive index increment for pS in
trans-decalin as a function of T in degree centigrade
was found to be represented by

\n/Dc : 1.50 x to-4r + o.tzz4 - o,oTc (2,7,)

(PS in trans-clecal in at 546nm; c ( 0.0S g 
"*-3 )

For 3 n/Ac of PS in cyclohexane, Scholte,s data47 r.""
used.

II.5 Methods of Data Analysis

Some Basic Equa!ions

According to the theory5o of Iight scattering from

dilute polymer solutions, R0 is expressed by

Kc1

- = -----_ + 2A2e2(0lc + gA.te3(O)cZ + ... (Z.B)
R0 M*P( e )

-2O-



where P( e ) is the intramolecular interference factor

or the particle scattering function, Q1(e ) (i = 213)

is the intermolecular interference factor associated

with j polymer chains, and If is the optical constant

defined by

4n2nZ
K= 

^ 
(an/acl? (z,g)

NAl o-

with //4 and i.6 being the Avo.gadro constant and the

wavelength of incident lieht in vacuum. At infinite
dilution, eq 2.8 becomes

Experimental Determination of 4.t, A2, and 43

At the lirnit of e - 0, eq. 2.8 reduces to

〓

０〓Ｃ

、

‐

′

ノ

＆
一
％

／

１

１

、

嶋
P(θ )

==[1+静型Lll)2く s2〉 z sin2多

tA+ o(sint:)l (2.10)' 2"

where L is the wavelength of incident light in the

scattering medium.
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where ,e0 denotes Re at zero

eq 1.3 for Er this equation

Kc1
- = 2A2c + 3A3cZ +
Ro Mw

(2.11)

scattering angle. With

is rewritten

or'\' (3g - rl"2 + ... l
２／

ヽ

１

‥

′

ノ

＆
一
も

／

ｆ

ｌ

ヽ

1

I I + A2Mrc
M t/'.^w

(2 , L2)

The values of 1Xc/Rg)l/2 can be obtained as a function

of c by extrapolation of (Kc/nr1l/2 plotted against

=in2(e/2) at respective c to 0 = 0. Then, Mw and. 42

are evaluated from the intercept and initial slope of a

square-root plot of (Kc/Rg)7/2 vs. c accord.ing to eq

2.72. This procedure has widely been used to deter-

mine M* and A2 of a given polymer sample, but it does

not allow 43 to be estimated.

Three methods to determine AB from Kc/ Rg data are

available. We outline them and discuss their advan-

tages and disadvantages.

(1) Stockmayer-Casassa Plot

Def ining ,S( c) by

(Kc/Rg - 1/Mw)/c

１

一
２

＋

S(c) :

_LL_

(2.13)



we obtain from eq 2.I1

^9( c) - 2AZ + 3A3c + 4a4cz + ... (2.14)

where we have explicitly shown the term associated with

the fourth virial coefficient A4 for convenience in the

ensuing discussion. According to eq 2.14, AZ and ,43

can be evaluated, respectively, from the intercept and

initial slope of a plot of ^5( c) versus c1 which is

called the Stockmayer-Casassa (SC) plot.24

As can be seen from the definition of S( c) ' this

plot requires for its application an l{, value to be

known in advance. The above-mentioned square-root

plot may be used for this purpose, but use of the Mw

determined in a different solvent is desirable in order

that the values of AZ and AJ estimated from the SC plot

in a test solvent have no correlation with the input

value of M-. Further, the ( value has to be accurate

since, as may be anticipated from eq 2.I3, S(c) is very

susceptible to the input M* at low concentrations. In

fact, Sato et aI .26 showed for a PS sample with l/,u =

4,3 x 106 in benzene that an error of only 2% in l/*

gives rise to considerable, systematic deviations of

plotted points at low c from the linear relation of

-23-



S(c) vs. c found at hieh c, Thus, the Stockmayer_

casassa method is not practicar in determining A2 and

43,

(2)Bawn Plot

Defining S(cI,c1l by

5-( c1 ,cZ) =
Y/ *O) c=cZ - ( Kc/ Rg) c=cI (2.15',|

C2 ~ Cl

we get f rom eq 2 , ),1

S( c1t c2l - 2AZ + 3,43 ( c1 + c2l

+ 4A4(crz + clcz + c22l + ... (2,761

where (Kc/Eg)"="2 and (Kc/Rg)"="1 denote the values of
Kc/Rg at two different concentrations cZ and cI, re-
spectively. Equation 2,16 shows that the intercept

and initial slope of a plot of S(cI,c1l vs. cl + 
"z

give AZ and 43, respectively. This plot was original-
ly proposed by Bawn et aL.23 fo" osmotic pressure. It
is referred to here as the Bawn plot.

We again quote the above-mentioned work of Sato et
aL.26 o., a PS sample with Mvr: 4.3 x 106 in benzene.

These authors, making additional measurements at higher

-24-



concentrations, found that either the SC or Bawn plot

bends down significantly when c or cl + "Z exceeds a

certain value. This implies that there is a "criti-

cal" concentration above which contributions of A4 and

higher virial coefficients are significant. In other

rvords r n€ither ,S( c) nor S( cI, c1l is substantially

affected by A4 below such a concentration, and thus

both plots are equally useful in principle. However,

the Bar^rn plot has a distinct advantage over the SC plot

in that no l1* value is needed for its application,

Once AZ and A3 for a given sample are evaluated by

the Bawn plot, the value of l1'* mav be determined in the

following ,o"y.26 Firstr Bn apparent molecular weight

llupp def ined by

M.pp = [Kc/Ro - 2A2c - zagcz)-l (2. 17 )

is calculated as

tained are then

c=0toobtain

(3)

a function ot' c,

plotted against c

the desired ff-r^I'

The M,OO values ob-

and extrapolated to

may also be estirnated

least-square method,

cZ term is forced to

ｙ

　
　
　
ｎ

・ｂ

　

　

・
■

Curve-Fitting Method

The values of Mw, AZ, and A3

a triaf-and-error or nonlinear

which eq 2.1I truncated at the

-25-



fit experimenLal values of Kc/Rg over a range of c.

This curve-fitting procedure may be carried out easily
with the help of a computer. However, since Kc/Rg vs.

c plots are generally very monotonous, it is difficult

to judge from thern at what concentration the contribu-

tion of A4 starts playing a significant role. This is

a serious disadvantage of the curve-fitting procedure.

fn fact, Norisuye and FujitaSl h".r" recently warned.

against the use of this method by showing an example

that an erroneous parameter set is obtained unless the

upper bound c in the three-parameter fit is adequately

found.

On the basis of the above discussion, we decided

to adopt the Bawn plot for the present data analysis.

Tt may be anticipated from the definition of S(cl,c1l

that for an actual application of this plot lieht

scattering data have to be very accurate over the ranEie

of concentration covered. In particular, small errors

In Kc/Rg are maginified in the plot when c1 and cZ are

close to each other. In this work, care was therefore

tahen to prepare a series of test solutions whose

concentrations were almost evenly spaced.

-26-



Determination of (52),

We d.etermined ,tzr, for PS fractions in benzene

and PIB fractions in cyclohexane in the following way.

First, values of (Itc/R6) 
"=07/2 

for a Eiiven fraction

were obtained by extrapolating (f"/Re)I/2 at fixed 0

to infinite dilution using the square-root p1ot52 of
1 tl) 1/,(Kc/R6)'r" vs. c, The values of (Ib/Rel"=O'r" were

tlren plotted versus sin2 ( e /2) according to the equa-

tion

(つ砥=
1

Arw 1/7[1 +

2 
くs2〉 z sin2

４ π
一

λ

ｌ

一
６

θ

一
２

+ O(s in4 (2。 18)

0and (So), was evaluated from the initial slope of the

plot , For l-ow molecular weight PIB f raction S- 1 148,
t(S'), was determined, using the procedure proposed by

Kitagawa et u.L.53 I., this methodr &n apparent mean-

square radius of gyration at finite c, which is defined

as the initial slope of a (Kc/R0lI/2 vs.
7.. .-.2 9 - 1tD
U(at / L)' sino (e /2 ) plot multiplied hw Mr'/ o , is first

evaluated and then extrapolated to c = 0.

θ

一
２

…27-



Chapter III

Good Solvent Systems

III. I fntroduction

This chapter is concerned primarily with AZ and 43

for PS in benzene and PIB in cyclohexane, both good

solvent systems. First, we present experimental re-

sults for AZ, Ag, c (defined by eq 1.3), and <s2>, of

the two polymers and then discuss their molecular

weight dependence. Final.ly, the data of AZ and AS (or

C) are compared with the existing theories to check the

validity of the binary cluster approximation in good

solvents.

III.2 Results for Polystyrene in Benzene

Figure 3,1 illustrates square-root plots of
'l It o(Kc/ R6 )'/ ' vs. sino ( e /2 ) at fixed concentrations for

PS fraction BK2500-3' in benzene at 25oC. The curves

fitting the data points at the respective c bend down
J>

for sin"(e /2 ) above 0.07, but can be accurately ex-

trapolated to zero scattering angIe.

…28-
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The Bawn plots of S(clrcZ) vs. cI + 
"Z constructed

from Kc/Rg data for PS fractions accord.ing to eq Z,16

are shown in Figure 3,2. The plotted points for eaeh

fraction follow a straight rine over the entire range

of cl + "Z studied. The intercept and slope of the

line give AZ and A3, respectively.

We made additional measurements on fractions FB0-

B, F12B-B, and 8K2500-4' at higher concentrations.
The Bawn prots constructed exhibited appreciabre down-

ward curvatures at high eI + "Z (not shown here), as

was found to be the case for a PS fraction (Mw = 4.3 x

106 ) by Sato et ^L26 These f indings ind.icate that 44

for polystyrene in benzene is negative. Very recent-
ly, Norisuye and Fujita,51 analyzing the elassical

osmotic pressure data of Flory and Daou st r2T found. that
44 for PIB in cyclohexane is also negative.

In Figure 3.3, values of the apparent molecular

weight Mupp defined by eq 2.17 are plotted against c.

The plot for each fraction is horizontal-, allowirrg

accurate extrapolation of M^pp to c) = 0. The inter-

cepts giive the weight-average molecular weights of the

respective fractions.

Numerical results for Mw, A2, Ag, and the reduced

third viriaL coefficient g defined by eq 1.3 are all

sunmarized in Table III-1, where are included those for
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Table III-1

Numerical Results from Light Scattering
on PS Fractions in Benzene at

Measurements
25oc

42 43

mol g-z 
"*3 mor g-3 

"rO

x l。 4 x l。 2 <s2> zL/2Fracti on M* x 10-5 g

nm

‥

ω

ω

‥

F1-B
2b-B
F-4BA

4a-B
F2O _B

F-4 0Ba

FBO_B

F128-B
F2 88-B

F-380B4
8K2500-4'
8K2500-3'
8K2500-2 '

0。 103

0。 198

0。 447

0.979

2。 00

3。 79

8.45

13。 8

31.5

43。 8

85.6

145

201

11.3

8.80

7.40

5,78

4。 72

4。 10

3.33

2.85

2.29

2。 05

1。 80

1。 49

1.38

0。 43

0。 48

0.61

0.86

1° 18

1.9

2.7

3.8

6。 1

8。 7

11・
2

15。 8

17.9

0,32

0。 31

0.25

0026

0。 27

0。 30

0。 29

0。 34

0。 37

0。 47

0。 40

0。 49

0。 47

17

24

41

54

89

104

170

223

276

aData of Sato et al.26



three fractions determined by sato et aI.26 in the same

way. The Jast corumn in the tabl-e presents the val_ues
o 1 tofor <I;o> r', o,

The rnol-ecular weight dependence of 42 is displayed
by unfilled circles in Figure 3.4, in which the data of
Sato et ur.26 (tr.tf -f ilred circles ) in Table rrr-1 and

those of Miyaki et a1.33,38 (firled circres) are also
shown for comparison. The Last group evaluated AZ by

the conventional square-root plot (see eq Z,12). All
the data points are seen to fall on a singre solid.
curve as indicated. Thusr w€ find that the two types
of plot give consistent AZ values.

The dashed line in Figure 3,4 is drawn to have a
slope -0.2, which is the asymptotic exponent y in the
relation Az * M.y predicted by two-parameter theories2
for rong flexible chains in good solvents. The exper-
irnental curve appears to have this asymptotic slope

only for M, > 107.

The present Ag data and those of Sato et aL. in
Table rrr-1 are protted doubre-logarithrnically against
M" in.Figure 3.5. The data points for M_ above 105

are fitted by a straight line with a slope 0.6.
Essential-ly the same slope was reported for pS in
toluene by Kniewske and Kul icke,22 who used a curve-
fitting method to evaluate Mw, AZ, and A3. The slope

-34-
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Figure 3.4 Molecular weight dependence of Az

fol PS in benzene at 25oC: ( O ) this work; ( O )

Sato et uI.;26 ( o ) Miyaki et a].33,38

0.6 observed conforms to the asymptotic exponent for A3

predictable from the two-parameter theory. However,

it shouLd be noted that the data points for the three

lowest molecurar weight fractions deviate upward from
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Figure 3.5 Molecular weight dependence of A3

for PS in benzene at 25oC: ( O ) this work; ( O )

Sato et ^L,26

the I ine wi th the sl-ope 0 . 6 .

ACThe M*''o dependence of A3 over a wide molectrlar

weight range shown in Figure 3.5 leads us to concfude

that .43 for PS in benzene reaches the asymptotic region

-3

87654
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at a relatively low 11,o of 2 x 105. This is in con-

trast to the very slow approach of AZ to the asymptotie

relation. Because of these features of the experimen-

tal AZ and Aj, €f must increase toward an asymptotic

value with increasing Mw above 2 x 105. In fact, our

g values, which are plotted against log Mw in Figure

3.6, shotr this to be the case. The initial decline of

the indicated curve at low .P/* is due primarily to the

upward deviation of .43 from the asymptotic line with a

slope 0.6 in Figure 3.5.

In contrast to the above finding, Kniewske and

KuIickeZ2 obtained a constant g of about 0.33 for tol-

uene solutions of PS covering a broad range of M\r from

5 x 104 to 2 x 107. This result is consistent with

their AZ data that decreased in proportion to M;-0 '27

in the Mw range. However, such molecular r^reight

dependence of AZ differs from what has been reported

for flexible polymers in good sol-vents3 .= well as

those shown i-n Figure 3.4 . In addition, Berry's Az

data52 fo, PS in toluene vary as MH-j'25 throughout the

range of Mw from 5.4 x 104 to 4.4 x 106 he studied.

Figure 3.? shows that the present ,52r, d.ata for

PS in benzene are consistent with those from well-

d.ocumented previous studi"=.26 ' 
33 

' 
36-38 All the plot-

ted points fall on a single straight line with slope

-37 -
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0.6

A.l+

o.2

0

tog M*

Figure 3.6 Molecular weight d.ependence of g for
PS in benzene at ZSoC. The symbols are the same

as those used in Figure 3. b.

1.19 (+ 0.01). This slope is just the one that has

been determined by Miyaki et af.,33r38 and is to be

expected for rong flexible chains with rarge excl-ud.ed

volume.3
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III.3 Results for Polyisobutylene in Cyclohexane

Analyses of Iight scattering data for polyisobu-

tylene fractions in cyclohexane at 25aC are illustrated
in Figures 3.8 through 3.10, and the numerical results
for M*, AZ, A3, Et and <52>27/2 are summarized. in Table

IIT-2.

Figure 3.1 1 shows the rnolecular weight dependence

of AZ for PIB in cyclohexane (the unfilled circles) in

comparison with the data of Matsumoto et "1.35 (tt"

half-filled circles) and Fetters et al.54 1tt" trian-
gles), who used the square-root plot of ltfc/Rgll/2 vs.

c (eq 2,I2) and the linear plot of ys/Rg vs. c (eq

2.11), respectively. The solid line fittinei our data

points bend slightly upward and merges with the indi-

cated dashed line of slope -O.2 at Mw * 3 x 106. The

data of Matsumoto et al. are in substantial agreement

with ours, but those of Fetters et al. appear'slightly

below them for M* < 4 x 105.

The molecuLar weight dependence of AZ is shown in

Figure 3.72. The straight line fitting the data

points has a slope of 0.6, which is the same as that

found above for PS in benzene for P/, above 2.5 x 105.

The agreement stronElly suggests that the exponenl 0.6
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Table III-2
Numerical Results from Light Scattering l\leasurements

on PIB Fractions in Cyclohexane at 25oC

42 x l。 4 Ag x IOz <s2> 27/2
Fracti on Mw * 10-5 g

mol g-2 cn3 mol g-3 cm6

ｌ

一

一

１

S-11lB

S-112B

S-114B

S-14B

A-22B4

A-42B3

A-62Bl

P-32

P-53

P-62

0.261

0。 429

0。 777

1.81

4.88

8。 78

15.8

33。 9

78。 3

141

10.6

9.55

8。 40

7.05

5。 30

4.55

3.85

3。 13

2.68

2.54

0。 88

1・ 15

1.50

2.6

4。 7

6。 3

9。 2

14。
。

27

42

0。 30

0。 29

0。 27

0。 29

0.34

0。 35

0。 39

0。 42

0。 48

0.46

11°
6

18.7

33.4

47.6

66。 8

107

177

252
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for A3 is common to long flexi

vents. The PS data for M,

upward from the line with the

behavior is seen for PIB.

ble chains in good sol-

105 were found to deviate

slope 0.6, but no such

The molecufar weight dependence of g is shown in

Figure 3.13. It can be seen that g stays at about

0,28 up to M, - 2 x 105 and then gradually increases

to 0.45 - 0.50 with increasing Mn. This behavior of C

is quite similar to what is shown for PS in the region

of |y'. above 105 in Figure 3.6.

Equation 2.I2 indicates that if g is equal to L/g

regardless of Mw, its third term vanishes and hence
1 to(Kc/Rg)'to varies linearly with c up to a relatively

high concentration at which the fourth tern becomes

important. The E' values for both PS and PIB in Fig-

ures 3.6 and 3.13 change gradually from O,25 to 0.5 as

Mvr increases from 2 x 104 to Io7 , This behavior

implies that, to a good approximation, €| may be taken

as 1/3 over a molecular weight range of practical

interest, and thus explains why the square-root plot

has been successful in evaluati.ng M* and A2 for the

systems PS * benzene and PIB + cyclohexane.

On the other handr the linearity of the square-

root plot for osmotic pressure invokes a value of about

I/4 for g. The present g values for the two polymers
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Figure 3.13 Molecular weight dependence of C

for PIB in cyclohexane at 25oC.

are close to I/4 in a range of Mer from 2 x 104 to 5 x

105, where osmometry is considered suitable for molecu-

1ar weight determination. IIence, they substantiate

Krigbaum and Flory's early propo""I19 that this type of

plot should be useful for analyzing osmotic pressure

data.

The values of ,t2r, for PIB in cyclohexane are

plotted double-logarithrnicalfy against M* in Figure

3.14, together with those of Matsumoto et aI.35 Or.
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data points follow a straight line with slope 1.19

(+ 0.01) throughout the entire range of M" indicated.

This slope aglrees with that determined for PS in ben-

zene by Miyaki et aI.33 ' 
38 (see Figure 3.? ) . The d.ata

points of Matsumoto et al. come below our data, but the

slope l,17 they obtained does not differ much from

ours.

III.4 Discussion

f nterpenetrati,on Function

The second virial coefficient is usually discussed

in terms of the interpenetrabion function 9 defined
9by"

oz8
r}r=

4π 3/2 NAく
S2〉

3/2 (3.1)

Typical studies on this function, theoretical and

experimental, made before 1970 and those in the last

two decad.es are summarized. in Yamakawa' s bookZ and

Fujita's, 3 respectively.

Although V for PS in benzene has already been

investigated by Yamamoto et .I .,36 Fukud.a et ^L. r37 and

Miyaki et aI.33 ' 38 in relation to the two-parameter

theory, we here discuss it together with that for PfB
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in cyclohexane. fn Figure 3.15, our data of 1Pr the

unfilled circles for PS in benzene and the unfilled

squares for PIB in cyclohexane ' are plotted against the

cube of the radius expansion factor a g defined by

d,s = <s2>1/2/rs2>ol/2 (3,2)

' 1 / 2 denotes the value of <s2>7/2 in thewhere (S")g'/' denotes the value of <5'->

theta state. In calculating fi,S, Miyaki's

relation33'38 (sz)g, = 8.8 x 10-18 M, ("^2) for ps (in

cyclohexane aL 34.5oc) and Matsumoto's relation35

as?ro" = g,52 x 10-18 Mw ("rn2) for PrB (in isoamyl

isovalerate at 22,LoC, were used. The figure includes

the previous rll. data (the filled cireles with pips) of

Yamamoto et al. , Fukuda et al. , Miyaki ei al. , and Sato

et al.26 for PS in benzene and those (the filled

squares) of Matsumoto et al.35 for pIB in cyclohexane.

AII the data points except the filled squares

essential-ly fal1 on a single solid curve as indicated.

This is consistent with the prediction from two-parame-

ter theory that V should be a universal- function of
2aso. The asymptotic value of 9 for infinitely large

cg may be estimated to be 0,22 + 0.02. The fiLled

squares deviate upward from the solid curve. This

deviation ref'lects the small differences in both AZ and
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Figure 3.15   P10ts of Ψ vs. α s3 for PS in benzene

((D , this work; 9 , Yamamoto et al.;36  1 , Fukuda et

al.;37 _, Miyaki et al。 ;38 0, sato et al.26)and PIB

in cyc10hexane ( □ , this work; ■ , MatsumOto et

al.35).   The dot― dash line represents the Barrett

theory.39
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,t2r, between our data and Matsumotots, observed in

Figures 3.11 and 3.14.

By combining perturbation calculations and comput-

er simulation d.ata, Barrett39 and Domb and BarrettSS

constructed the following interpolation formulas for g

and d ,S, respectively:

α s2 = [1 + 10Z2 + (70π /9 + 10/3)z22 + 8π 3/2z23]2/15

x t 0.933 + 0.067 exp (-o .8522 1 . 39 "r2l ) ( 3.4 )

Here, zZ j-s the excluded-volume parameter defined by

v = ft 
(1 + 14.322 + s7.s"z}l-o'2

33/2.
22 = ( ,)l PZrT/2

2t b'

(3.3)

(3.5)

In this equation, b is the segment length and n the

number of segments in one chain. The dot-dash line in

Figure 3.15 represents eq 3.3 combined r^rith eq 3.4.

The agireement between this and solid curves is satis-

factory for oS3 larger than 6. Equation 3.3, when
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combined with the asymptotic relation oS2:1.5325/2
derived from computer simulation d.atar38,56 yields an

asymptotic rp. of 0,235, which is close to the above

estimate 0.22 + 0.02.

However, as oS3 d.ecreases, the dot-dash Iine de-

clines to zero, while the experimental curve rises
(note that 9 of any two-parameter theory decreases to

zero as o s3 approaches r.rnity2,3; . This serious dis-
crepancy has already been observed not only for pS in

benzen"33 brrt also for poly(D-p-hydroxybutyrate) .in
trifluoroethanol. ST 

' 
58 The present pIB data give

additional evidence for it. As pointed out by Fujita

and Nori=ry.,59 this d.iscrepancy may be ascribed pri-

maril-y to the fact that eq 3.3 with eq 3.4 predicts a

molecular weight dependence of A2 weaker than that

represented. by AZ n Mr-O'2, while the experimental Az

for PIB ( that for PS as well ) has a stronger depend-

ence. It should be added that in contrast to the dot-

dash line sharply declining to zero, V for low molecu-

Iar weight PS in tol-uene rises first gradual-ly and then

sharply as os3 approaches unity.7,lO

Reduced Third. Virial. Coefficient

Theories of g for flexible chains were worked out

first by Stockmayer and Casassa24 and later by Koyama40
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and by Yamakawa4l in the framework of two-parameter

theory, i.e., in the binary cluster approximation.

The Iast author obtained g by combining his approximate

closed expression for .A3 with the Casassa-Markovitz

theory60 fo" AZ. According to these two-parameter

theories , E is a universal function of zZ/ q 53 . KnoII

et aI.,42 des CIoi zeaux and Noda,43 and Douglas and

Freed44 calculated g' for a good solvent system on the

basis of the first-order € expansion in renorma Liza-

tion group methods.

Table III-3 summarizes the asymptotic values of g

predicted by the two-parameter and renormalization

group theories. The value by the Stockmayer-Casassa

theory aglrees with that for rigid spheres and is not

very different from that by the Koyama theory. We

note that these two theories are based on the smoothed-

density model with essentially identical intermolecular

potentials. The Yamakawa theory Bives a value much

Iarger than the others. The renormalizat ion group

values by Knoll et al. and by des Cloizeaux and Noda

come cfose to our experimental values of 0.45 - 0.50

for PS and PIB at M. * 107 (see Figures 3.6 and 3.13).

However, this agreement cannot be taken literally until

g is calculated up to a higher order in € ,

Regarding the behavior of g at finite molecular
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Table fff-3

Theoretically Predicted Asymptotic Values of
the Reduced Third Virial Coefficient g

Authors Model or MethOd c

Stockmayer-Casas ru24 Smoothed Density O.6Zs
Koyatna40 Smoothed Density O.7O4
Yarnakawa4l Differential Equation 1.333
Knoll-schiif er-witten42 R".rormalization Group o .44
des cloizeaux-Nod.43 RenormaL ization Group 0.43b
Douglas-Freed44 Renormal ization Group O.ZT7

weights, the renormalization group calculations made so

far fail to explain why g depends on lL r= has been

found in the present work. On the other hand, the
two-parameter theories of the three groups mentioned

above all predict g to increase monotonically with
increasing norecular weight, in agreement with our data

except those for l/, below 105.

In Figure 3.16, the values of g for pS in benzene

and PIB in cyclohexane are plotted versus o S3. For

fractions whose ,tZr" data are unavailabler w€ have

estirnated a s by extrapolating the empirical relations
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Figure 3.16 Plots of €i vs. o S3 for PS in benzene

( O , this worki O, Sato et a1.26) and PIB in cyclo-

hexane ( n i this work). Dot-dash line' Stockmayer-

Casassat s theory.24



o S2 = 0.167a*o'ls for ps33 and o s2 = o,206yr'0.19 for
PrB; the latter was obtained from the data in Figure
3.14 and the ,52,O" data of Matsumoto et aI.35
Because of the extrapolation, the abscissa values below

2 may not be very accurate, but their accuracy is
immaterial in the present discussion. The prottecl
points for the two systems approximately form a single
composite curve, dt least, in the region of oS3 above

2' as indicated by a solid ]ine. This f ind.ing satis-
fies the requirement of the two-parameter theory.

The dot-dash line in the Figure 3.16 represents
4the g vs. d S" relation predicted by Stockmayer and.

Casass,a,24 who combined their theory for C (as a func-
tions of zz/a s3) with the Flory equation6l fo" e s,
.Rai.e., d,s'- os' = 2,6oz2. This line comes cLose to

the solid curve for oS3 larger than Z. Howeverr &s

ag approaches unity, it sharply declines to zero,

while the experirnental g stays at about 0.3 or even

goes up after passing through a shallow minimum. This

sharp contrast is similar to what has been observed for

v.
As was shown by Miyaki and Fujita,62 th" original

Flory equation used by Stockmayer and Casassa is a good

approximation to either PS in benzene or PIB in cyclo-

hexane for o s3 ) 2, so that the observed agreement
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between the solid and dot-dash curves in Figure 3.16

may be taken as that in g itself. However, this

agreement must be due to a compensation of the errors

in both AZ and ,43 that the Stockmayer-Casassa smoothed-

density theory involves, because the Flory-Krigbaum

theory63 fo" AZ based. on the same smoothed-density

model fails to describe 42 for flexible polymers. In

other words, the Stockmayer-Casassa theory should be

invalid for Ag, though it almost quantitatively ex-

plains the ratios of A3 to OZ2r* for the two typical

flexible polymers in the reglion of oS3 above 2. The

same argument applies to the Koyama theory, which is

essentially identical to the Stockmayer-Casassa theory.

The Yamakawa theory gives g values that are too large.

In conclusion, none of the available theories can

explain the observed molecular weight dependence of A3

for PS in benzene and PIB in cyclohexane. Even quali-

tatively, there exists a serious discrepancy in g

between our experiments and the two-parameter theory

when a S is approached to unity by lowering the molecu-

1ar weight in a given good solvent. The discrepancy

is simil-ar to that in 1P, indicating that the current

two-parameter theory for AS overfooks something impor-

tant, as is the case for AZ.
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Chapter IV

Theta Solvent Systems

IV。 l   lntroduction

In this chapter, ,42 and .43 for two theta solvent

systems, PS in cyclohexane and in trans-decalin, are

determined as functions of l/,o and T. It is shown that
A3 for either system remains positive at O. Since

this implies the breakdown of the binary cluster ap-

proximation at @, the AZ data are used to test the

available theories of A2 based on the smoothed-density

modelll and the first-order cluster expansionrl2rLs

both taking three-segment interactions into account.

IV.2 Results for Pol.ystyrene in Cyclohexane

LV.2. L Data Analysis

Figure 4.1 illustrates the concentrati-on depend-

ence of Kc/ nO for PS fraction 4a-B in cyclohexane at

the indicated temperatures. The curves fitting the

data points at the respective T bend upward and appear

to converge to a common ordinate intercept.
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The Bawn plots constructed from these data accord-

ing eq 2,76 are shown in Figure 4.2. The plotted
points at any T follow a straight 1ine, whose intercept
and slope may be equated to 2Az and 3A3r respectively.
Similar plots for six PS fractions 2b-8, F'4-8, 4a-B,

F-40B, F80-8, and F288-B at a fixed T of 34.SoC

displayed in Figure 4.3. The values of AZ and

the six fractions at different T are summarized,

Tables IV-1 and IV-z, respectivety.

are

An for
J

in

With the AZ and A3 data for a given fraction at
each T, the apparent molecular weight Mupp defined by

eq 2.77 was calculated as a function of c. Figure 4.4

shows that the resufting plots of ff"pp r". c for the

six fractions at 34.soc are horizontal- and permit

unambiguous determination of Mupp uL infinite dilution,
i. e. , M. of the respective fractions. The values of

Mw obtained at 34.soc agreed with those at other tem-

peratures within + 1% for any fractions. Thus, only

those at 34.soc are presented. in both Tables IV-1 and

IV-z. We note that the {" values in cyclohexane agree

with those in benzene within + 2,5%, especially within
+ 1% for fractions 4a-B, F-408, and F80-B (see Tabfe

III_1) .
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Values of Az

Table IV-1
for Polystyrene Fractions in Cyclohexane
at Different Temperatures

Az/Io-5 mol e-2 "r3

T/°C

2b― B

礼 J=2。 07

x l。 4

F'4-B

竹 7=5.07
x 104

4a― B

鴨 =9。 97

x 104

F-40B

怖 =37.3
x 104

F80-B      F288-B

惰 =84.3  』
年 =300

x 104 x l。 4

―

の

い

―

27.0

29.0

31.0

33.0

34.5

36.0

38.0

40.0

42.0

45。 0

-7.5

-5.1

-2`9

-0。 7

1。 0

2.6

4.6

6。 3

7.5

-7.4

-5。 0

-3.1

-1。 4

0

1.1

2.1

3.6

5.0

6.3

-7。 5

-5.4

-3.1

-1。 3

0

1.4

2.5

3.9

4,9

…6.5

-4。 0

-2.4

-0。 7

0

1.3

2。 7

3.7

4。 7

-4.5

-2.6

-0.8

0

1。 0

2.1

3.3

4。 1

-2.4

-0。 7

0。 2

0。 9

1。 9

2.5

3.2

4。 1



Values of Ag

Table   IV… 2

for Polystyrene Fractions in Cyclohexane

at Different Temperatures

4/ Io-4 mo} g-3 
"*6

T/°C

2b― B

4Yw=2。 07

x l。 4

F'4-B

牲 y=5。 07

x l。 4

4a― B

鴫 =9。 97

x l。 4

F-40B

4ヾ =37.3
x 104

F80-B      F288-B

47=84。 3  ′鶴 =300
x 104 x l。 4

１

０

０

‥

27.0

29.0

31。 0

33.0

34.5

36.0

38.0

40。 0

42。 0

45.0

6.4

5。 8

5.8

5.6

5。 4

4。 8

5。
1

5。 2

5.4

6.0

Э。7

5。 4

5。 3

5.。

5,3

5。 9

6.1

6.0

7.5

6.2

5。 8

5。 0

4.2

4。 3

4。 3

4.9

4。 9

5。 4

7.0

5。 0

4.8

3.4

4.2

3。
8

3.5

4。
1

4。
7

9・ 7

8。 7

6.7

7.1

7.3

7。 9

9。 。

9。 9

12

10

9

10

10

15

16

20
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IV.2。 2 Second Virial Coefficient and Theta

Temperature

Figure 4.5 depicts the temperature dependence of

A2 for the indicated PS fractions in cyclohexane.

Except for the lowest molecular weight fraction 2b-8,

AZ becomes zero at 34.SoC (t 0.03oC); the graphically

estimated AZ value for F28B-B is 2 x 10-6 mol g-2 crn3,

but it cannot be distinguished from zero within experi-

mental uncertainties. This is in accord with Miyaki

et al. ,33 ' 38 who showed that AZ of PS in cyclohexane

vanishes at the same T of 34.soO for Mvr ranging from

1.9 x 105 to s. o x 107. Thus, it seems reasonable to

conclude that above M. - 5 x 104, O for the PS +

cyclohexane system is virtually independent of molecu-

lar weieht. This disagrees with the finding of

Vink,31 whose osmotic pressure data for the same system

showed that O appreciably increases as the molecular

weight is lowered from 4,1x 105 to 8.7 x i04.

RecentIy, Huber and Stockmayer? found that AZ for
low mofecular wei-ght PS (M* : 104) in cyclohexane at,

35oC is positive and. markedly increases with decreasing

M" (in their work, this temperature is the theta point

for high molecufar weight samples). Similar trends
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were reported by Konishi et "1.8 for pS in cyclohexane

at 34.5oC and by Tamai et aI.9 for poly(methyl metha-

crylate) in acetonitrile at the theta temperature

44.OoC. Our positive AZ value for the lowest molecu-

lar weight fraction ?b-B at 34.5oC is consistent with
these results for PS in cyclohexane.

IV.2.3   Third Virial COefficient

The temperature dependence of AS is shown in

Figure 4.6. Importantly, Ag for any fraction remains

nonzero at O. This reveals the breakdown of the two-

parameter theory for A3 near the theta point; the

theory predicts that AZ and 43 simultaneously vanish

when the binary cluster integral becomes ,"ro.? The

curve for each fraction is nearly parabolic with a

broad minimum around 34.5oC, and the minimum becomes

very shal low as .lf* decreases . This molecular weight

dependent variation in ,43 with T is probably the f irst

finding and awaits some theoretical interpretation.

The highest polymer concentration studied for a

given sample in cyclohexane is 2 - 4 tirnes higher than

that investigated for benzene solutions, In benzene

solutions, distinct downward curvatures were observed

in Bawn plots when the measurement was extended to such
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higt, concentrations. On the other handr &rry Bawn

plots for cyclohexane solutions show no discernible

curvature, suggesting that in poor solvents, the second

and third virial terms dominate l(Kc/Rgl - (1/M;)l over

a wider concentration range than in good solvents.

The fourth virial contributions to the S(cLrcZ) vs.

c1 + "Z and [(Kc/Rg) - (I/L\u)]/c vs. c relations are

different (compare eqs 2.1.4 and 2,16), and hence the

Iinearity of the former plot does not necessarily

ensure that Kc/ Rg at O contains no substantial A4

contribution in the range of c studied. This point is

discussed in the following using the data presented in

Figure 4.3.

When AZ - 0, it follows from eq 2,I7 that

Q - l(Iic/Rs) - (I/M;)l/eZ

(Az = 0) (4。 1)

Equation 4,1 indicates that @ is essentially independ-

ent of c if it is dominated Uy Ag in the concentration

range considered; we note that this equation is ap-

plicable when an accurate M. is known in advance.

Figure 4,7 shows the plots of @ vs. c constructed from

the Kc/ Rg data in cyclohexane al 34.5oC and the M* data
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in benzene for three fractions 4a-8, F-40B, and F80-B

whose lfu val-ues in the two solvents agreed within
+ 1%, We have omitted intensity data at low c where

Kc/Rg is not removed from the input value of I/Mw by

more than I%, AII the plotted points except two at
the lowest c for fractions 4a-B and F-40B fall on

horizontar l-ines for the respective fractions, yielding

A3 of 4 x 10-4, 5 x 10-4, and 7 x 10-4 mol g-3 
"*6 for

fractions 4a-B, F-40B, and F80-8, respectivelyi the

deviations of the two points from the Lines are proba-

bly immaterial, since the differences between Kc/Rg and

I/M* values for them are only about Z%, The substan-

tial agreement of these A3 values with those aL 34. boC

in Table IV-2, along with the observed c-independent

behavior of Q, convinces us that A4 has a negligible

contribution to I{c/Rg when the Bawn p}ot is linear.

IV.2.4 Some Remarks

With the experimenta] relation (52tO = 8.8 x 10-18

t'1' "^2 reported by }liyaki et 11.33 ' 38 for polystyrene
in cyclohexane at 34.5oC, the overlap concentration "*
defined by3 "* = 3Mw/(4rcN6rt',Ot/') was estimated for

each fraction. The caleul-ated "* values were Z0 - gO%

higher than the highest concentrations studied for
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three fractions Ft4-B, 4a-B, and

higher than those for others.

Ieast for these three fractions

dependence of l(Kc/Rg) - (I/Mwll

34.5oC is determined substantial

wide range of c from 0 to O.7c*,

F-40B and 2 - 3 times

Thus, we find that at

the concentration

■n cyclohexane at

ly by 43 °nly over a

Nonetheless, there is a low concentration region

in which Kc/Rg at @ is unaffected by 43. For exam-

ple, Kc/R6 calculated for fraction 4a-B with the .l!fu and

Ag values at 34.5oC in Table IV-? stays equal to l/Mw

within 1% up to as high a c as 8.8 x 10-3 c "*-3
( = 0. t8c* ) . Such c-independent behavior of Kc/ Rg

yielding A2 = 0 is just what is usually observed in

theta solvents. fn this connection, it should be

noticed in Figure 4. 1 that O for the f ract.ion 4a-B

appears to be not at 34.5oC but at 33oC owing to the

compensation of neElative AZ and positive A3 in the

range of c between 1 x Io-2 and- 2 x lo-2 g 
"*-3.

Hence, O may be underestimated if Iight scattering

data at relatively high c are analyzed by the conven-

ti-onal Kc/ Rg vs. c plot.
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IV.3 Results for Polystyrene in trans-Decalin

IV.3. I Second Virial Coefficient and Theta

Temperature

Analyses of light scattering data for PS fractions

in trans-decalin in a temperature region from 13 to

55oC are presented in Figures 4. B through 4. 1 1 . The

numerica] results for AZ and A3 are summarized in

Tables IV-3 and IV-4, respectively, along with those

for M* at zlo?. We again note that the l/* values at

this temperature agree with those not only at other T

in the same solvent but also in benzene (Table III-1)

and cyclohexane (Table IV-1 ) within experimental er-

rors.

Figure 4.),2 shows the temperature dependence of A2

for the indicated fractions. The theta point for each

fraction was determined from the intersection between

the line for AZ = 0 and the solid line fitting the data

points. The val-ues of O thus obtained as a function

of M, are shown by unfilled cireles in Figure 4.13;

bars attached to the circfes represent the experimental

uncertainty. In contrast with the l/*-independence of

O in cyclohexane for Mvt >- 5 x 104, O in trans-decalin

increases approximately from 21 to 23oC as .l/, d.ecreases

-7 6-
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Values of Az

Table   IV-3

for Polystyrene Fractions in trans― Decalin

at Different Temperatures

Az/10-5 mol E-2 "*3

T/° C

2b― B

蛛 y=2.06
x l。 4

F'4-B

“

″ = 5。 12

x l。 4

4a― B

銑 7=9.62
x l。 4

F-40B

47=37.2
x l。 4

F80-B      F288-B

鳴 =84。 3  嶋 =308
x 104 x l。 4

―

∞

一
１

13.0

15。 0

1710

19。 0

21.0

22。 0

23。 0

25.0

35.0

45.0

55。 0

-11.4

-8.2

-5。 3

-3.0

-1.5

0

1.5

9。 0

14.8

19.5

-11.0

-7.9

-5。 5

-3。 0

-1。 6

-0。 1

1。 3

8。 0

1305

18。 5

-9。 5

-7.6

-5。 6

-3.5

-2。 0

-0。 5

0

1。 7

7.8

12.7

16.0

-7.0

-4。 5

-2.5

-1。 0

-3.8

-1.7

-0.3

0.2

1.5

7.0

11。 0

14。 5

1.0

2.2

6.6

9。 2

11.1

-3。 0

-1。 0

0。 2

1。 4

2.3

5.0

7。 1

8。 9



Values of Ae

Table   IV-4

for Polystyrene Fractions in trans― Decalin

at Different Temperatures

Ag/lo-4 mol g-3 
"16

7/° C

2b― B

PIw=2。 06

x l。 4

F'4-B

名w = 5。 12

x l。 4

4a― B

Arw=9,62

x l。 4

F-40B

4ヾ =37.2
x 104

F80-B      F288-B

rfw=84。 3  ′毎 =308
x 104 x l。 4

‥

∞

Ｎ

Ｉ

13。 0

15.0

17.0

19。 0

21.0

22。 0

23。 0

25。 0

35。 0

45.0

55。 0

7.5

5。 9

4。 9

5。 0

4.4

3.9

3.8

4.5

5。 4

6.7

6.3

5。 3

4。 4

3。 7

3。 3

6.1

5。 9

5。 5

4.7

4.7

3.7

4。 3

3。 8

3.9

5。 6

7.7

8.0

6.1

4。 4
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from 106 to 105. This find.ing is striking, in that O

for any flexible polymer has long been believed to be

independent of molecular weight unless Mw is too low.

In the followingl, we compare in detail our O data in

trans-decalin with those reported by previous

workers.3? ' 
64-66

The literature data for @, all obtained by use of

the conventional finear or square-root plot (see eqs

2.L1 and 2.1,2), are shown by different marks in Figure

4.13. Though Berrys2 d"t""*ined O of a PS sample to

be 21.3oC, his d.atum is not included here, because the

molecular weiCht of the sample is not given. It can

be seen that the O values by different groups are at

variance, being in the range 2O,4 - 24oC. On the

basis of our experience, we estimate the experimental

uncertainty of O to be t 0.5oC. Taking this uncer-

tainty into account r wc can say that our @ data are in

rather good. aElreement with those of Fukuda et aI.37

( the f i ll-ed circles ) and Konishi et aI.64 ( tt " unf il-ted

squares) for M, above B x 105 but closer to those of

Inagaki et aI .65 (tt 
" f illed squares ) f or [y', below 4 x

10".

Fukuda et .I.37 found that O for Pressure Cherni-

cal's (PC's) sample is higher by 3oC than that for

their own anionically prepared PS samples shown in

-85-



Figure 4.13. They attributed this to a possible but

unknown difference in microstructure between the two

kinds of sample. However, this interpretation is not

conclusive, since for cyclohexane solutions these

authors observed no difference in O between the sam-

ples. It should be noted that our O of about 23oC

for PC's samples zb-B and 4a-B (M* - 2 x 104 and 105)

in the figure agrees essentially with that for Tosoh,s

sampJ-e F'4-B (Mw - 5 x tO4). Interestirrgly, this O

value is very close to 23,4oC for PC t s sample d.eter-

mined by Fukuda et al. from light scattering, though

the molecular weight of the sample of these authors is

not given.

Nose and. Chu's O value66 1th" unfilled triangle

in Figure 4.13) was determined at relatively high c of

2xio-3to2xlo-2g"*-3. As remarked in section

IV,2.4, a conventional plot at such high c leads to an

appreciably 1ow @ unless AZ is estimated separately

from 43 r as was done in the present work ( see below for

AS values at O ). The discrepancy between our O

(22.loc) and Konishi et aI.'s (ZtoC)64 at M- - 4 x 105

in Figure 4.13 remains to be seen. The two O values

ought to agree with each other, since the scattering

data of the latter group were talien at sufficiently low

c for Tosoh's sample F-40, the same as our F-40B in its
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origin. fn passing, we determined O for the same

sample F-40 (M* = 3.71 x 105) as Konishi et af.,s from

additional light scattering measurements to be ZZ.OoC,

which is slightly higher than Konishi et aI.'s value

but agrees substantialty with 22.5 (+ 0.2)oC for our

fractionated sample F-408.

In Appendix A, it is shown that the intrinsic

viscosity Ir7) in trans-decalin at zloc (O for high

molecul-ar weight samples) varies as M\tI/2 and that

below Mw - 4 x 105, Lql values at 2L and 23oC are

approximately the same. Thus, the Gaussian behavior

of tqI is observed at 21oC down to M, - 2 x 104 de-

spite the fact that O for M* < 105 is about ZgoC. In

other words, @ for the PS + trans-decalin system would

erroneously be concluded to be ZIOC regard,less of M;,

if it were determined only for samples with {* higher

than 8 x 105.

IV .3.2 Thi rd Virial Coef f icient

Figure 4,74 shows the temperature dependence of Ag

for the indicated fractions in trans-decaIin. The

general features of the curves are very similar to

those for cyclohexane solutions in Figure 4.6, and in
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particular, 43 in trans-decalin also remains positive

at any ? encompassing O.

IV.4 Discussion

4"{ at the theta poin!

The molecular weight dependence of A3 for PS in

cyclohexane at 34.5oC and in trans-decalin at 21.OoC is

shown in Figure 4.15, along with that for PS in benzene

at 25oc,

Although the temperatures of 34.5oC for cyclohex-

ane and. 27,OoC for trans-decalin are the theta points

f or high molecul-ar weight sarnples, i . e. , not always

equal to O for 1ow molecular weight ones, the indicat-

ed ,43 data in the two solvents may be equated to A3(O)

(those at O) within experimental errors, because As

very near O is insensitive to ? as shown in Figures

4.6 and 4,14,

The two sets of data for A3(O) in Figure 4.15

happen to be almost superimposed on a single curve,

which is essentially hori zonLaL with ,43 (O ) - 4,5 x

10-4 mol g-3 
"*6 for 2 x 104 I M* < 5 x 105 and appears

to rise with increasing Mw for Mw: 5 x 105. We note,

howeven, that no much emphasis can be put on this

upswing of A3(O) at hieh M* since our lieht scattering
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measurements on high molecular weight fractions were

confined to low-concentration regions in which S(clrc1l

values in the Bawn plot are not removed much from zeto

(see Figures 4.3 and 4.10). It is inportant to ob-

serve in Figure 4.15 that the A3(O) values are one or

two orders of magnitude smaller than those in the good

solvent benzene at any M*.

Since A3 near O remains positive in both cyclo-

hexane and trans-decalin' it is mandatory to take

three-body segment interaetions into bonsideration in

discussing AS near the theta point. In the following,

we compare the present data with the first-order per-

turbation theorylS'18 for A3 forrnulated with the ter-

nary cluster integral Bg incorporated, i.e.,

li 2 rr3
A3 = ;; 

( Bt * orders in B2Bs'

4r<Sz)g

M
(23 + ... )

B22,and Bz3)

( 4 ,2',)

(4.3)

」ゝ 2

3

where

33
z'a = ( ,>l BS" 2rt ba

According to eq 4,2, A3

-91-
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both B2 and B3 are vanishingly small. This is con-

sistent with the behavior of A3(@) observed for M* 1 4

x 105 in Figure 4.15. If as was proposed. by Cherayil
et aI.,15 "n 4.2 is applied to the A3(O) data in this
molecular weight region, a value of 4 (+ 1) x 10-45

".6 is obtained for B 3 in both cyclohexane and trans-
decalin. This value in turn yields zj - 0.003 in
cyclohexane and 23 - 0.005 in trans-decalin when use

is macle of the a"2tO - Mlr relation of Miyahi et
u.l.33'38 for the former and that of Konishi et r1.64

for the latter. These 23 values may be considered

essentially the same within the uncertainty in their

determination; the difference between thern arises from

that in b between the two sol-vents (0.74nm in cyclohex-

ane and 0.68nm in trans-decalin).

Very recently, Chen arrd BerryST showed that fc/RO

- I/4r for a PS sample (Mw = 8.6 x 105) in cyclohexane

at O increases almost linearly with cZ in a concentra-

tion region roughly from 0.7cx to 4c*. They took this

finding as evidence for the nonvanishing of A3 ( O ) and

estirnated 23 at O to be 0.0045, using the experimental

A3(O) and eq 4.2, This 23 value is cl-ose to our

estimate 0.003 in the same solvent.
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Molecular !{eight Dependgnce of 42 near lhe Theta Point

From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that

Bg for PS in either cyclohexane or trans-decalin

cannot be ignored near the theta point. fn this

subsection, we compare the AZ data in cyclohexane at

34.5oC and trans-decalin at 21 .OoC with the curr'ently

available theori.=11 '72'75 which take Bg into account.

The first-orcler perturbation theoryt2rlS for AZ is

written in the form

Nr.'2
A2 = :u {Bz . ;nr-+t3/2 Bsrr - 2(*,t'',

+ orders in B 22 , B ZB t, and. B SZ) (4.4)

where 6 is a cut-off parameter which approximately

represents a minimum number of cclnsecutive segments

necessary for the formation of a Ioop in one chain; it

should be much smaller than n. We note that the n-7/Z

term in the braces of eq 4.4 is not affected by the

stiffness or non-Gaussian nature of short chains (see

Appendix B).

Equation 4.4 indicates that the theta state for

sufficiently long chains, signified by Ooo in the

ensuing presentation, is attained by compensation of
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negative B 2 and positive 4o-l/2 qs/Z?r bz)

provided both B2 and Bg are vanishingly

under this condition, AZ(O_) (AZ at O@

ed by

a /.)"'o P 3 values

smal1. Thus,

) is represent-

(4.5)
4Nsnz g s/z

dz(Oco) = - 
" 

( ,)W 2rb'
Bs

nL /2

which predicts that AZ(@@) varies as -l/ nl/2 . This

is in Iine with results from computer simulations.63-71

Figure 4.16 compares the experimental 42(Ooo)

values for PS in cycrohexane (the unfilled circres) and

trans-decal-in (the squares) with the solid curve com-

puted from eq 4.5 for 83 = 4 x 10-45 "*6 
(estimated

above from .43) and b = O,7 nm; the O* values in cyclo-

hexane and trans-decalin have been taken as 34.5 and

2L,OoC, respectively. The figure includes Huber and

Stockmayer's d,ata7 (the fi1led circles) in cyclohexane

(in their case, Ooo = 35oC). The solid curve comes

fairJ-y close to the data points in trans-decalin for

Mw >_ 10". However, its decline with decreasing molec-

ular weight is incompatible with the cyclohexane

points, which stay zero d.own to M* - 5 x 104 and then

sharply go up. The discrepancy occurs whatever value

may be taken for Bg, as may be seen from eq 4,5, We

therefore conclude that the first-order rrerturbation
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theory fails to give a consistent explanation for the

observed l/*-dependence of AZ(Ooo) in cyclohexane and

that in trans-decalin.

Huber and. StockmayerT found that the upswing of

the experimental AZ(Ooo) in cyclohexane aL low .&1,o in

Figure 4.16 can be explained qualitatively by the

smoothed-density theory of Orofino and Floryll for AZ.

Near O, this theory (see eq 5,I2 in Chapter V) is

written in the form

」`hr22
A2 = 7     {β 2 + ♂″(島 )ν

2ル _.} (4.6)

which indicates that the condition for 06 is given by

82 = O and hence that A2(@oo) varies as I/yI/Z (com-

pare with eq 4.5). The dashed line in Figure 4.16

represents the theoretical value of .42(Ooo) computed

from eq 4,6 with 82 = 0 for the same 83 and b values

as above. Though its rise with a decrease in molecu-

lar weight is consistent with the cyclohexane data, the

curve begins to deviate appreciably from zero at as

high a molecular weight as 3 x 106, and moreover it

contradi-cts the data in trans-decalin in which 42(Ooo)

decreases with Iowering Mr.

Apart from the above comparisons between theory

and experiment, the discrepancy between the perturba-
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tion and smoothed-density theories themselves cannot be

overloohed. It is serious, in that the two types of

theory give different explanations of Ooo unless B g

happens to be zero: The condition for O@ is given by

B2 + 4(3/2rb2)3/2Bs/61/2 = 0 in the perturbation

theory, while it is given by F2 = 0 in the smoothed-

density theory. In the next chapterr w€ show that the

Orofino-Flory theoryll is i,ncorrect for nonzero Bg and

that a correct treatment of the smoothed-density model

Ieads to an expression consistent with the first-order

perturbation calculation. Thus, Huber and Stochmay-

er's explanation mentioned above has no theoretical

base.

In short, the first-order perturbation theory is

the only one that is currently reliable for 42 very

near @, but as shown above, it fails to explain con-

sistently our lZ(Ooo) data. Second and higher order

calculations on AZ and Ag may be worth tryin€. Howev-

€rr we deem it necessary to find a certain physical

factor in addition to 83, overlooked in the current
polymer solution theory. The reason is that the

observed opposite l/'ro-dependencies of AZ(@ el in cyclo-

hexane and trans-decalin seem difficult to explain on

the basis of essentially the same 43 ( O ) values and

hence approximately the same B g or 23 values in the
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two solvents. As shown in Appendix B, the stiffness

of polymer chains does not affect ^A2 ( Oeo ) to first

order. At present r w€ are unable to say what the

factor is.
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Appendix A

Intrinsic Viscosity of PS in trans-Decalin

Intrinsic viscosities tr7 I for six PS fractions

trans-decalin at 27 and 23oC were d.etermined, using

conventional capillary viscometer of the Ubbelohde

type. The results are shown in the form of log Lrl)

vs. log PI* in Figure A.l, in which the unf illed and

filled circles refer to 27 and 23oC (i.e., the theta

temperature for high and low molecular weight frac-

tions), respectively. The unfilled circles are fitted

accurately by a straight line having the slope 0.5

expected for Gaussian chains, i.e., for long flexible

chains in the theta state. The filled circles fall on

the same line for Mlr < 4 x 105 and deviate upward from

it for Mw > 8 x 105. Thus, ltt I is virtually unaf-

fected. by the temperature difference of ZoC if M; is

lower than 4 x 105. It is instructive to notice that

without precise O data in this ly'* region, @ for the PS

* trans-decalin system might be concluded to be ?].oc

regardless of Mw,

ｎ・■
　
　
ａ
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Appendix B

Perturbation Calculation of AZ for Wormlike Chains

EquaLion 4.4 is based on the Gaussian chain model-

vafid for infinitely long chains. Thus, w€ ought to

examine whether the n-l/z term in it is affected by

chain stiffness. To this end, with the Kratky-Porod

worml-ike chain,72 a typical model for stiff polymers,

we perform a fi-rst-order perturbation calculation on Az

in this appendix.

This model chain is characterized by two parame-

ters, the contour length L of the chain and Kuhn's

seElmenl length ,l.-1. The latter is just twice the

persistence length of the chain and a direct measure of

stiffness associated with chain bending. Following

Yamakawa and Stockmayer,?3 *" use a wormlike bead.

model, i. e. , an array of n beads, each beingi separated

by spacing b along the chain contour. In this model,

l, j.s equal to nb, and the interaction between two beads

and that amonE! three beads ( two belonging to one chain

and the rest bel-onging to the other chain) are repre-

sented by B2 and Bg, respectively.

For simplicity, we assume b to equal ,tr"-1

measure every contour distance in units of L-

and

1, so
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that the reduced contour length LL = n,

near @ is expressed as

-A/t (1 + σ
l t)

Then, A2

(B-2)

0。 96093)

(B-3)

0。 96093)

tNAr' ZpS rnAZ = {BZ +-;-l ("- tlc(0;t) dt +...J
ZMZ nbu " O

(B-1)

where t denotes the reduced contour distance between

two beads belonging to one of the two interacting

chains and G( O; tl , the ring-closure probability, i. e. ,

the distribution function representing the probability

of contact of the two beads separated by t along the

chain contour. Yamakawa and Stockmay""73 evaluated.

this function to be

αQt)=(分 )3/2g。 (t)

where

gO(t)= ｅ

％
一
ｔ

(t ≦

(t 〉

1        5    79

ン
(1~夏 ~640t2)

1504.9, σl = -0.81242, and 4 = 7.0266.with CO =
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Substituting of eq B-2 with

followed by integration, elives

eq B-3 into eq B-1,

ヵhη
2

/12 = 7    {β 2 + 嚇 ぽ″印瑯0-シ +α静]

Comparison with eq 4.4

4,4 for Gaussian chains

ness. Note that if 6

equations coincide r+ith

n 't -.

shows that the

■s unaffected

■s taken to be

each other up

(B-4)

n-1/2 t""* in eq

by chain stiff-

1 .602, the two

to the order
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Chapter V

Remarks on Smoothed-Density Theories for Flexible

Chains with Three-Segment Interactions

V. I InLroduction

As discussed in the preceding chapter, the Orofi-

no-Flory (OF) smoothed-density theoryll for 42 is

inconsistent with the fi.rst-order perturbation calcula-

tion72,75 unless the ternary cluster integral Bg

happens to be zero. This inconsistency was pointed

out first by Yamak"*"12 about 25 years &Bor but its

origin has been left unexpJ-ored. Tanakal4 presented a

mean-field theory for AZ (based on the smoothed-density

sphere model) taking Bg into account, and qualitative-

ly explained the molecular weight-independent behav-

ior4-6 of AZ below O. However, the Tanaka theory is

essential,ly equivalent to the OF theory and hence

inconsistent with the perturbation calculation.

Yan.kawal2 also showed. a similar inconsistency to exist

in the end-d.istance expansion factor ap defined. by on2

= <nZs1<RZ)g, with <n2> and ,*2r0 being the mean-square

end-to-end distances in the perturbed and unperturbed
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states, respectively.

In this chapterr we investigate the origin of

t.hese inconsistencies between the smoothed-density and

first-order perturbation theories, confining ourselves

to infinitely long chains. Firstr w€ calculate Az

using the smoothed-density model but taking into ac-

count chain connectivity which is ignored in the OF

theory. Then, a similar calculation is made on on2,

The results demonstrate that the neglect of chain

connectivi-ty in the OF theories for both AZ and on2 is

responsible for the above-mentioned inconsistencies.

We also examine the validity of the uniform expansion
.99approxirnationo to d R" near O, by carrying out a sec-

ond-order perturbation calculation.

V.2   Second Virial Coefficient

We consider two identical, long flexible chains of

molecular weight M each of which is Gaussian in the

unperturbed state. Given an average intermolecular

potential VtZ as a function of the distance StZ between

the centers of mass of the two chains, AZ may be ex-
11pressed by,-

Air. 
A-H9

2 t4:
¨

ｒ

ｌ

プ
exp [ - vtZ(,s12 ) / ksT]l dstZ
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Taking two- and three-segment

count r w€ may express VtZ in

^r2

η    ]
y12(S12)/Jt‐Br=β 21)11卜

1

+2β 3

n       n
Σ      Σ

Jl=11+1 」2=1

interactions into ac-

the smoothed-density model

１
●′１

●
■

Ｐ

ｒ

ｌ

Ｊ

〓

η

Σ

ｌ
●
■

∫
P11(S)Fし

2(S ~ S12)dS

S'S)Pi2(S ~ S12)dS

(5。 2)

Here, P」
1(s)[or P」 2(S)]denOtes the distribution

function for the distance vector s of segment il in

chain l (or segment i2 in chain 2)from the center of

mass, and Pllブ
1(s,S), the bivariate distribution func―

tion representing the probability that a pair of seg―

ments il and ブl in chain l are located at s.

We consider no intramolecular excluded― volume

effecto   Then, the distribution functions P。
ゴ1(S)and

P011ブ
1(S'S)in the unperturbed state are obtained by

the standard method2 as

Pg;r( s) = (3/zrc (s1r'rolt/' exp( -gs2 /z<srzro) (b. 3)
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P011ブ
1(S'S)

= [3/2ra211, - j1l)3/2(

exp( -3s2/z<Di j12>o)

3/2π く,ゴ
lJ12〉 。)3/2

(for j1 > jf) (5。 4)

where

くsl12〉
。 =

くDゴ

lJ12〉
。 = 

ギ     [1 -

t(if - irz)(.ri + 1)

n b2

-    ( 1
3

3」i1  3■ 2

-+―
一 一

n     n2

311
-――― +

η ダ)

4■
3

(5.5)

]

(5.6)

The segment density distribution function

be replaced in a good approximation2 by

「Ｚ

・ユ

P011(S)may

Σ

■1

P011 (s) = n(3/2n(s2ro)3/2 exp(-3s2 /2<s2>g) (5.?)

with aS2rO = nb2/6. To evaluate t POi i (s,s) we
it<it --L"L

introduce a cut-off parameter 6 which approximately

represents a minimum number of consecutive segments

necessary for the formation of a loop in one chain, so

that il L i1 - o'. With this parameter, XPOi ; (s,s)".IUL
for very large n may be evaluated first by integration

over i1 by part and then by use of the above Gaussian
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approximat i on

replaced by an

reads

t°

」l POブ 1(3)
integral)。

( i . e. , eq 5,7 with the sum

The result thus obtained

2■
5/2      3

117ブ l P011ブ
1(S'S)= 63/2σ 1/2 ( 2π

くS2〉 。

)3

(n1/2>>σ 1/2 〉 1)

33/2π 1/2

ln[1 +        (

4

3s2
eXp(~  2く

S2,。
)

Substitution of eqs 5.7 and 5.8, together with a

similar expression for OOrr(s - 512), into eq 5,2, fol-

lowed by integration, yields

712(S12)/」t‐BT = 33/2[z2 + 4(:)1/2z3] exp(-3S122/4く S2〉 。)

(5.e)

where zZ and 23 are the excluded-volume parameters

defined by eqs 3.5 and 4.3, respectively. The inte-
gral in eq 5. I with eq 5.9 is approximately evaluated

by the oF p"o""d,r."l1 to give

162N4 <52>03/2
Z2 + 4(11)1/2z3)/12 =

33/22′

(5.8)

(5。 10)

If intramolecularor small negative Ae,for positive
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excluded-volume effect is introduced by invoking the

uniform expansion approximation,2 ,t'rot/', zz, and zJ

in this expression are replaced by as2ro3/2a3, z2/a3,
Aand zg/ ao , respectively, with a being an expansion

factor.

When 22 + 4(n/a)7/2"g is much smaller than unity,

eq 5. 10 gives

先=ギ 印2+島(島が/2F3+ (5。 11)

which conforms to eq 4,4 for infinite n, i.e.r to the

first-order perturbation calculation. Equation 4:4

can be derived from eq 5.1 with eqs 5.2 through 5.6 (or

even by use of the Gaussian approximation for 2fOif).

Either eq 5.10 or 5.11 indicates that Ooo is the tem-

perature at which B2 + 4o-1/2(3/2naz)3/28s = 0.

I f PO i ,j r( 
s, s) i s approximated by oO t, ( s) PO,l, ( s)

and if eq 5.7 is used, V7Z is obtained as

vrz( s12) / ksT = 33/2 [ z2exp( -3st 22 / 4<s2>o )

+ Bz1 exp(- ttzz/<^s2>o)l
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This is the OF potential and leads to the OF expres―

sionll (withOut intramolecular excluded volume):

I6r N6<52> 03/2
Ц H半 1の 日 η

り ]42 =
33/2A′

(OF)  (5。 12)

Note that the parameters XI and XZ in eq 17 of ref 1 1

are equal to S3/2"2 and 8.33,223, respectively.l2 In

the vicinity of @, eq 5.72 gives eq 4.6.

The OF equation 5,I2 differs from eq 5.10 in the

ternary cluster term. Apparently, this discrepancy

results from the above replacement of POi- .;, (s, s) by'1-" L

Po; ( s) Pn ; ( s) . Thus r w€ find that the inconsistency"*1 -vr
of the OF theory with the first-order perturbation

calculation arises from this factorizaLion approxima-

tion, i.e., ignoring the effect of chain connectivity

on the probability of segment collision in one of the

two interacting chains. This allows us to conclude

that the vanishing of B2 cannot be regarded as the

theta condition for long chains unless B 3 happens to

be zera,
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V.3 End-Distance Expansion Factor

As mentioned in section V.1, the smoothed-

densityll and perturbationl2 theories for dp are also

inconsistent. The former leads to

.>

QR" = 1 + d1z2+ d2z3 +... (smoothed-density)

(5.13)

with dI and d2 being positive constants, while the

Iatter is shown to give for large n

oR2 = I - * Izz r n(:)1/2"21 * (perturbation)

(5.14)

'Ihus, apart f rom the numerical constants, the two

expressions differ again in the mofecular weight de-

pendence of ternary cluster term.

The end-to-end distance of a smoothed-density

chain may be calculated f"om2

-v(Rl/ksT
dEl

(5.15)

using the unperturbed distribution function P0(E) for

the end-to-end vector l? and the intramolecular poten-

ｅＰお
ｒ

ｌ

Ｊ

／Ｐｄ

Ｔ
Ｂ

Ｉ／２ｙ一

θ″０Ｐ
２

Ｒ
ｒ

ｌ

Ｊ

〓

２

Ｒ
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tial V(R) given, respectively, by

P0(R) = (3/2rnb2)3/z exp(-3n2/znbz) (b.16)

fn eq 5.77, Pij(s,sl /?) denotes the conditional proba-

bility density of finding both segments j and j at
distance s from the center of mass under the cond.ition
that the end-to-end vector of the chain is fixed to R;

P; ;u( s, s, s I l?) is self-explanatory. We evaluated-tJrr'

these functions first in the unperturbed state (see ref
2 for the procedure) and then transformed them to those

in the perturbed state using the uniform expansion

approximation. The result thus obtained for V(n) is
written as

V( R) zoL t
trsr on3 i<j t("7 - r)(n - j + i1f/2

3(i - j')R2
x exp[-

znbzapz(n - i + i)
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3(lr - i)nz
x exp[- ]   (5。 18)

znbZapz{n - k + j)

fn passing, we note that there hold the relations
rf

J oOt;(s,slF)ds = P0(ojjlE) and Jootip(s, s,sl E)ds =

P0 ( 0 i j,O 1pl nl, with PO ( 0 i;l n, f or example, being the

conditional distribution function for the contact of

segments i and 7 under the condition of fixed R,

Using the Hermans-OverbeekT4 approximation after

substitution.of eqs 5.16 and 5.18 into eq 5.15r w€ get

n

on' - oR3 = zzR  ~ 
“
R  ~ Z2 i〔

」

~(J _ 1)1/2(12 - J + 1)5/2

3(プ  ー 1)
x exp[-

2(r2-」 +1)

n3/2(._ 1)+膏
氷」く中 ;― 幻け_が″ぃ 女+劫 72

3(■ ― i)
x exp[- (5.19)

2(η ― ■ +i)

which in turn gives

Z3

α R5_α R3=(午燿″レ2+呻ν2券]“ 2。

When αR is close to unity, this equation agrees with
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eq 5.14 excepting the slight difference between the

numerical constants (Zo/3)l/2 (in eq S.Zo) and 4/J (in

eq 5.14); this difference is due to the Hermans-Over-

beek approximation. Equation 5,ZO differs in the zg

term from the OF type equation:11

oR' - on3 = dLz, + dz
Z3

(oF type) (5.21)
oR3

The latter can be derived when Pil(s, sl IJ) and

Pij*(s,s'slIl) in eq 5.17 are approximated by

P1(sl RlPjl sl /?) and P1(sl R)Pj(sl n) Pp(s I F), respec-

tively. Thus, it may be concluded thatr 8s is the

case with AZ, the factori zation approximation is re-

sponsible for the discrepancy between the 23 terms of

the OF and perturbation equations and that the OF type

theories for AZ and d, p are incorrect unl-ess B g = 0,

V.4 Discussion

We have shown that chain connectivity plays a

crucial role in the ternary cluster terms of AZ and
2qR". As may be seen from eq 5.19, a pair of segments

( j and J or J and k) close to each other contributes

primari.ly to the zg term in eq 5.20; this is also the

case with AZ (see eq 5.4). Since a chain portion
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consistin€ of a small number of segments may not be

ful1y perturbed, the uniform expal)sion approximation

invoked in deriving eq 5.2O is like]y to be invalid for

the ternary cluster term of q, R aL least near @. If i

- i and k - J segments are unperturbed for j between i

and i + t and between k - t and 1i (for k - i > 2t) and

if nl/z >> t1 /2 >> 6I/2, it can be shown that 23 re-
?places z3/aEo in eq 5.2A. This suggests that 4p near

O should read

α R5 _ α R3 = :z               (5。 22)

where

Z = z2 + 4(Llrlzrs (5.23)

In eq 5.22 r w€ have replaced the numerical coefficient

(2r/3)1/2 a, 4/3, rn the vicinitv of d R = 1, this

equation gives on2 = 1 + (4/3)z - (8/3lZZ * ,.. ,

whereas eq 5.20 leads to o n2 = 1 + (4 /3) Z - tT/gt Zz

(32/31 (n/ o ll/2 rsz * if the coefficient (2r /s7l/z

is again replaced with 4/3, Hence, the difference

between these equations appears in the second and

higher orders of 23 in the expansion.

To confirm the relevance of eq 5,22 near @, we
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have made a. second-order perturbation calculation of
t

e Ro for an inf initely l-ong chain (see Appendix Cl ,

with the resuft that

α R=1+:Z― (11:一
:|;π

)Z2+. (5。 24)

This expression is in line with the Z-expansion of eq

5.22, leading fo the conclusion that the uniform expan-

sion approxirnation is invalid near O. This should

afso be the case for AZ.

Equations 5,22 and 5.24 are formally identical,

respectively, to the modified Flory equation (eq 5.22
o

with Z - tZl and the zZ expansion of eRo (eq 5,24 with

Z - z2), both in the binary cl-uster approximation (see

ref 2)。 If, as often assumed in the vicinity of O'

β2 Varies linearly with 1/7 While β3 iS independent

of T,3 the relation Z = const A諄 /2(1 _ 。/7)h01dS in a

fixed solvent at temperatures close to O. It is also

formally equivalent to the relation

Z2 = C° nst ,71/2(1 _ 。/7) (in the binary cluster ap―

proximation)that iS Often asSumed in discussing poly―

mer properties very near o.2,3,52   As 7 is removed

frOm O, hOWever, the relation Z = const 」V1/2(1

should become inadequate and z3 in eq 5。 23 may

expected to approach z3/α  R3 eventually.

．　

　

ｂｅ
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As discussed. by d.e G.n.,"=75 and Ptitsyn, T6 th"

Orofino-Flory type equation 5,2I for ap (or more

correctly for aS) predicts a coil-globule transition

to occur in a single chain far below O, provided that

d7rg is larger than a certain positive value. Howev-

€rr this prediction is no longer correct, since the

theory ignores the effect of chain connectivity on

segment density distribution. For d.R << 1 , our equa-

tion 5.20 gives o n3 = -4(n/o)1/2zg/22, which is inde-

pendent of molecular weight. This result is incompat-

ible with the prevailing notion?7,78 that a long flexi-

ble chain should collapse to a globule far below O.

Probably, Fre should take into account segment interac-

tions higher than the ternary bne to discuss the dimen-

sions of a col-lapsed coil. Sanchez's theory79 i.r"o"-

porates such interactions but neglects chain connectiv-

itv.
In conclusion, the factorizalion approximation to

segment density distribution functions associated with

three-seElment interactions is responsible for the

inconsistency of the OF smoothed-density theories for

AZ and a6 with the first-order perturbation calcula-

tions. Thus, the OF theories or similar mean-field

theoriesl4'75'76 retain no valid place near O unless

B g is zero,
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Appendix C

Second-Ord.er Perturbation Calculation of o R2 for
an Infinitely Long Flexible Chain

When both B 2 and B g are vanishingly small, the
cluster expansion method2 allows the distribution
function P(Rl to be written

P{n) = Po(B) a Bz r?r to(R,o11) + Bs 
r,>;.iiao(R,0i1,o;p)

~β
221ぞ」.L Qbは '° 1ブ ,0■S)

」くJr

~β
2β 31FJ sぇくυQbけ ,0」夕OSt'° tυ )

~ β31iく jlJr sく
:く υ

°0(P,01J'°」た'° St'° tu)

」くs

+ °(β 23,β 22β 3'β 2β 32,β 33)

where

00(P,0」
ブ,OSt'° tu)= P。 (2)P。 (Oiブ ,° St'° tυ )

(C-1)

― PO(2,0ゴ
ブ,° St'° tu)+ PO(2,0」 ブ)PO(° St'Otυ )

+P。 ば ,Ost,Otu)PO(01ブ )
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… 2P。 ば )PO(01J)PO(Ost,Otu) (C-2)

0。 (P,0互 ブ,0ブ
ll‐ '° St'° ιυ)= P。 (2)P。 (0」 ブ'° JJr'° St'Otu)

― P。 (P,Oiブ ,° 」fl‐ '° St'Otu)+ P。 (P,01ブ ,OJA‐ )PO(Ost,Otu)

+ PO(2,Ost,Otu)PO(01ブ ,0ブ
J.‐

)

… 2P。 (P)PO(01J,O JJ・‐)PO(Ost,Otu)         (C-3)

and the other o。 's are given in ref 2 or 12; the sub―

script O attached to each function refers to the unper―

turbed state。

The distribution functions in eqs C-2 and C-3 were

evaluated by the Wang― uhlenbeck― Fixman theorem.2   The

results a1low αP2 for large n to be expressed as

α R2 = 1 + (4/3)[z2 + 4(η /σ )1/2z3]~ θl Z22 _ .z2Z3

~ 」Z32 + 。.. (C-4)

I = Z(Il, * rZ + 13) + 14 + 215 + 16

Here,
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」 = Jl + J2 + 2J3 + 2t/4 + J5 + 2J6 + J7    (C~6)

1            ブー ゴ+υ ― s
rp=瓦雨れまι,υ

{ら ~〔

(プ
_ヵ

(ι ―J(υ ―の]3/2〕

(p= 1 -6)     (c_7)

Jr― ゴ十 日 ― s1
Jf9=丁

れたえ,ちυ
{ら ~[(ブ

_⇒ (■ ―.力 (ι ―⇒(レ ーの]3/2}

(p=1-7) (c-8)

and c, = (-19 28 2
r 3 Vn);' He note that the factor 2 in

eqs C-5 and C-6 arises from identical contributions

from different cases of relaLive positions of segments

in the chain and that Eo and Fo come from the first two

terms on the right-hand sides of eqs C-Z and C-3. The

expressions for I'O and FO are so lengthy that we here

present only those contributing to 1O and Jp in the

limi-t of n = &, along with the restrictions on the

sums in eqs C-7 and C-8. They are

(j-n(t-s) (u-j+s-i) -(u-r) (j-"12

(u _ ι)3/2[(プ _ ゴ)(ι ― s)―  (」 ― s)2]5/2

Er2=
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(プ ー ι)(u―

"(υ

― S)+(S― ゴ)(u― ι)(υ ― ゴ)

亀 =
(ι _ s)3/2[(υ _ ι)(J―  ゴー ι+ s)―  (」 ― ι)215/2

(ゴ くSく ιく」くυ)

ブ ー 7

E4=[(ι
_S)(υ 一 の(プ ー ゴー 議 +→ ]3/2

(ゴ くsく ιく υ く JD

u―  s

t= l(i - r)(u - t)(t - s - j + i713/z

(Sく ゴくJく ιくυ)

(A‐ ― JD(ι ― S)(υ + s― ゴー fr)― (■ ― s)2(J_ 」+ u― ι)

F、  =2~ 陶_⇒ (u"め f/4(卜 』
“
_0_(.-02f/2

(ゴ くJく Sく ′rく ιく u)

(」f―  ι)(υ ― ■)(ブ ー ゴ+ υ― s)+(S― "(ロ ー ι)(υ ― カ
F3=[(J_力

(ι -0]3/2[(._」 ― ι+→ (υ ― の ― (■ ― の
2]5/2

(ゴ く」く Sく ιくを く υ)

rr_ゴ
F4=[(」

_⇒
(ι ―sl(u一 ι)(■ ―J+s― υ)]3/2
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(ノ ー ι)〔 (S― lil(fr- 2il +(υ ― ■)(υ ― lil]+(s―  ⇒(υ ― ■)(u― ⇒
F7=[(._"(ι

― sl]3/2[(υ _ι ―■ +』 (J― ゴー ι+S)― (」 ― ι)2]5/2

(ゴ く Sく ιく Jく 士 く υ)

After lengthy calculations, we obtain for infinite n

・2=・3=8(1-井 x争 )1/2

・4 = 215 = 場  (1})1/2

J2=J3=脅 =16(1-子 )(争 )

32nr - 
-(-)"4 - 3 o

Upon substitution into eqs C-5 and C-6, these expres-

sions yield. I - 8C1(n/6rI/2 and. J = 16C1 ( n/r-rr so that
we arrive at eq 5,24,
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Chapter VI

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis has dealt with AZ and 43 for polysty-

rene (PS) and polyisobutylene (PIB), typical linear

flexible polymers, in good and theta solvents and with

the related theories. The main resuLts and conclu-

sions are summarized below.

Good -solvent Systems (Chapter III)

The seeond and third virial coefficients for PS in

benzene and PIB in cyclohexane, both at 25oC ' were

determined by light scattering as functions of Mw,

using the plot of Bawn et uL. r23 the most rel-iable

method among the currently available ones. We also

d.etermined. ,tzr" for the two good. solvent systems. In

both systems , A3 varies as M*O' 6 fo" M* 7 105. This

exponent 0.6 is the asyrnptotic value predicted by the

two-parameter theory. On the other hand, AZ exhibits

the predicted asymptotic behavior2 (AZ * a*-O'2, only

at very high l!*, i.e., Mer : 107 for PS and Mrr > 3 x 106

for PIB.
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The interpenetration functions V ( see eq 3. 1 ) for

the two systems are aLmost superimposed when plotted

against the cube of the rad.ius expansion factor, d93,

being consistent with the prediction from the two-

parameter theory. For o,S3 : 7, V stays at O,22

+ 0,02, which is close to the asymptotic value 0.235

predicted by Barrett's theory39 ( th" latest two-parame-

ter theory) for large oS3. However, with a d.ecrease
ain d S" below 7 , the experimental curve gradually

rises, whereas Barrett's theoretical curve or those

from any other two-parameter theories decli.r.2r3 toward

zero,

For either system, the reduced third virial coef-

ficient g defined by A3/A22ff* depends on M*i as Mvr

increases, it increases to 0.45 - 0.50 after passing

through a shallow minimum of about O.25 aL M* * 105,

Wlren plotted against o 53 , the values of ef for PS and

PIB also form a composite curver &s required by the

two-parameter theory. For o S3 ) 2, this experimental

relation is reasonably well described by the two― param―

eter theory of Stockmayer and Casassa24 based on the

smoothed-density model- . However, the agreement is due

primarily to the cancellation of theoretical- defects

involved in AZ and 43. Further, as oS3 approaches

unity, the theoretical Ei goes to zeror while the exper-
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irnental- g slightly increases. This discrepancy is

sirnilar to what is observed for g, indicating that

something important is overlooked in the two-parameter

theories of both AZ and .43 in good solvents.

Theta Solvent Systerns (Charrters IV and V)

Two theta solvent systems, PS in cyclohexane and

in trans-decalin, were studied and their A2 and A3 were

determined as functions of l/* and temperature T. The

curve of A3 vs. T for each fraction in either solvent

is nearly parabolic with a broad minimum around the

theta point O where AZ vanishes, and the minimum be-

comes very shallow as .lf, decre.ases. Importantly, 43

remains positive at O, being about 4.5 x 10-4 mol g-3

"*6 for 2 x 104 : M, < 4 x 105 in both systems. This

positive Aj revea-ls the breakdown of the two-parameter

theory at O, since the theory predicts that AZ and 43

simuLtaneously vanish at this temperature.

The theta point for PS in cyclohexane is 34.5oC

down to M, - 5 x 104 and tends to lower as M" is

further decreased, while in trans-decalin, it increases

from 2L to 23oC when M* is lowered. below 4 x 105.

Thus, 42 at O€ ( O for sufficiently high molecular

weight samples) is positive below M* * 2 x 104 in
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cyclohexane and. negative below M. - 4 x 105 in trans-

d.ecalin. The Orofino-Flory smoothed-density theoryll
taking into account three-segment interactions is
consistent with the former finding. On the other
hand, the first-order perturbation theory12,75 in"o"po-
rating such interactions almost quantitatively exprains

the latter finding. In other words, neither theory
can explain consistently the observed behavior of Az

for PS in the two theta solvents.

The two types of theory mentioned above are incon-

sistent with each other and give different interpreta-
tions of Oo, the concept most basic to polymer solu-

tion studies. Thus, the origin of this serious incon-

sistency was investigated in this work (Chapter V).

It is shown that the factorization approximation to

segment density distribution functions, invoked in the

Orofino-Flory smoothed-density theory, is responsible

for the inconsistency and that a proper treatment of

those distribution functions Leads to a result consist-

ent with the first-order perturbation calculation.

Thus, unless three-segrnent interactions are negligible,

the Orofino-Flory theory widely accepted and appreciat-

ed so far retains no valid place. Its prediction of

the coil-globule transition in a single chain far below

O has no theoreticaf significance.
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To sum up, this thesis work has revealed serious

shortcomings of the current theories of polyrner virial

coefficients. In good solvents r the two-parameter

theory appears to work well only for long chains.

This suggests that for such chains binary interactions

predominate over ternary ones. On the other hand, in

theta solvents, the two-parameter theory breaks down

regardless of chain Iength, and consideration of three

segment interaction is mandatory. We wish to empha-

size from the experimental point of view that the

present work has established a procedure of accurately

determining AZ and 13 in theta solvents as weII as in

good solvents.
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List of Abbreviations and Symbols

PIB polyisobutylene

PS

42

po I ys tyrene

second virial_ coefficient

AZ(@@) second viria-l coefficient at the theta point

Oco for sufficiently high molecular weight

samples

A3 third virial coefficient

,43(O) third virial coefficient at the theta point

o

A4 fourth virial coefficienb

b segment length

crcltc2 polymer mass concentration
*c)' overlap polymer mass concentration

C reduced third virial coefficient defined by

eq 1.3

G(O;t) probability of contact of the two beads

separated by the contour distance t along the

contour of a wormlike chain

f a ''!, scattering intensity measured at a scatteringD rUv

angle e with a vertically oriented polarizer

and no analyzer

kB Boltzmann constant
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X

″

light-scattering optical constant defined by

eq 2,9

contour len€th of a chain

molecular weight of a monodisperse polymer

M^pp apparent molecular weight defined by eq 2.77

Mn number-average molecular weight

Mv viscosity-average molecular weight

Mw weight-average molecular weight

n refractive index of a solution (Chapter II )

or segment number in a chain (Chapters III,

ηb

△ n

仏

fV, and V)

refractive index of benzene

excess refractive index

Avogadro constant

P( e I intramolecular scattering factor

P( F) distribution function of the end-to-end

distance R

P。 (2)    P(2)fOr an unperturbed chain

PO(P」
J,θ■1' °・° 'θυy)

multivariate distribution function for

segment distances Pi」 ,F■1' °。・ , Pυ y where

θ
」【1' f° r example, signifies that ■kI = θ.

Pil(S)   diStribution function of the distance s

between the center of mass and ilth segment

in a chain l
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P9;r(s) Pj1(s) in the unperturbed state

P.i.;.(s,s)
^ I.-, I

bivariate probability density of finding
jlth and Jlth segments of a chain 1 at

distance s from the center of mass

P11( s,.sl.l7) , Pi;pl s, s, sl^R)

conditional probability density of finding

ith and ;lth or ith, jth, and ,rth seglments of

a chain at distance s from the center of mass

under the condition that the end-to-end

distanee E is fixed.

POii( s'slP) ,POij*( s's,sl.P)

P1;( s, sl P) or Piip{ s, s, sl E) in the

unperturbed state

A = t(Kc/Rs) - (I/M;)l/c2

a1(01 (i = 2.3)

intermolecular interference factor associated

wi th i polymer chains

Eb,U,, Rayl-eigh ratio of benzene at 90o for

unpolarized lieht

"0,r.r(") 
reduced scattering intensity measured at

scattering angle e for a solution of

concentration c with a vertically oriented

polarizer and no analyzer
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も

Ｐ

Pθ excess scattering intensity at scattering

angle e defined by R6,gu(cl - Re,Uv(0)

Re at zero scattering angle

end-to-end vector of a chain

Rij distance vector between segments j and i

< 32> mean-square rad.ius of gyration

,52r" z-average mean-square radius of gyration

,"2t0 <s2> in the unperturbed state

, 52, 0 " 
( 52, , j-n the unperturbed state

s(c) =t(Kc/R6)-(l/Mw)l/c

S{c1 t c2) =
( Kc/ Rg) c= c2 - ( I{c/ Rgl c=cl

c2 c1

StZ distance between the'centers of mass of two

chains
2(Si.,o) mean-square di.stance between the center

of mass of a chain 1 and its ilth segment

T temperature

V(nl averaEle intramolecular potential of mean

force under the condition that the end― to― end

vector is fixed to P

,412(S12) average intermolecular potential of mean

force on two chains l and 2 under the

condition that the distance between their

centers of mass has a given value StZ
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polymer weight fraction

V(Rt2) potential of mean force acting on segments

landZ

zZ excluded-volume parameter for binary segment

interactions, defined by eq 3.5

23 excluded-volume parameter for ternary segment

interactions, defined by eq. 4.3

Z effective excluded-volume parameter defined

by eq 5.22

q,

ap

ds

B2

Bs

c

L

Ao

p

Fg

O

Lr7 ) intrinsic vi.scosity

scattering angle

theta temperature

Ooo theta temperature for sufficiently long

cha i ns

expansion factor

end-distance expansion factor

radius expansion factor

binary cluster integral

ternary cluster integral

parameter in renormal ization group methods

wavelength of light in scattering medium

wavelength of light in vacuum

solution density

solvent density
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ρu

σ

Φ

depolarization ratio

cut-off parameter

instrument constant of light scattering

photometer

interpenetration function defined by eq 3.1Ψ
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